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Description

Background Of The Invention

[0001] This invention relates to a manufacturing
method for a sensor, and more particularly to a method
of manufacturing a sensor in which an electrode interval
of a capacitance element is changed or a mechanical
deformation is induced in the piezo resistance element
on the basis of force applied to a weight body by action
of acceleration or angular velocity, thus making it pos-
sible to detect direction and magnitude of acceleration
or angular velocity applied thereto as a change of an
electrostatic capacitance or a resistance value.
[0002] In the automobile industry or the machinery in-
dustry, etc., there has been increased demand of sen-
sors capable of precisely detecting physical action such
as force, acceleration, angular velocity or magnetism.
Particularly, compact sensors capable of detecting
these physical actions every two-dimensional or three-
dimensional components have been expected. In order
to meet such demand, there are disclosed, in USP
5,492,020, USP 5,497,668, USP 5,421,213 and USP
5,406,848, a fundamental structure of the sensor capa-
ble of detecting force, acceleration or magnetism by uti-
lizing a change of an electrostatic capacitance. Moreo-
ver, in USP 5,646,346, a sensor capable of detecting
angular velocity by utilizing a change of an electrostatic
capacitance is disclosed. These sensors have a func-
tion to detect, as a change of an electrostatic capaci-
tance value, force directly applied from the external or
force applied resulting from acceleration, magnetism or
angular velocity. Namely, since an electrode interval of
a capacitance element is changed on the basis of force
applied to a weight body, the applied force can be de-
tected as a change of the electrode interval by measur-
ing a change of an electrostatic capacitance value of the
capacitance element.
[0003] Further, in USP 4,905,523, USP 4,969,366,
USP 4,967,605, USP 5,182,515, USP 5,092,645, and
USP 5,263,375, etc., sensors for detecting force/accel-
eration/magnetism by utilizing a piezo resistance ele-
ment are disclosed. In these sensors, there is employed
a structure in which mechanical deformation takes place
in the piezo resistance element on the basis of force ap-
plied to a weight body, and detection is carried out on
the basis of a change of a resistance value of the piezo
resistance element.
[0004] In order to popularize utilization of such sen-
sors in various industrial fields, reduction in cost by
mass-production is indispensable. In view of the above,
e.g., in USP 5,531,002, there is disclosed a manufac-
turing method suitable for mass-producing three-dimen-
sional acceleration sensors utilizing change of electro-
static capacitance. In USP 5,014,415, there is disclosed
a manufacturing method suitable for mass-producing a
three-dimensional acceleration sensor utilizing piezo re-
sistance elements. These manufacturing methods uti-

lize semiconductor processing which is widely used for
manufacturing semiconductor integrated circuits. In ac-
cordance with this method, necessary processing is im-
plemented onto a substrate surface of silicon etc., and
plural substrates are stacked to constitute a substrate
body having multi-layers. Then the substrate body is cut
to manufacture a large number of sensors at the same
time. According to this manufacturing method, a large
number of sensors can be produced at low cost similarly
to the manufacturing process of the typical semiconduc-
tor integrated circuit.
[0005] In accordance with the above-described man-
ufacturing method, considerably compact sensors can
be provided. In the industrial field, never the less, further
miniaturization of sensor is expected. However, with the
above-described conventional manufacturing method,
further miniaturization on the commercial base is very
difficult. Namely, in order to detect force applied to the
weight body as a change of distance between elec-
trodes which constitutes a capacitance element or to de-
tect it as a change of resistance value of a piezo resist-
ance element, it is necessary to produce a sensor struc-
tural body having specific physical structure. However,
with the conventional typical semiconductor manufac-
turing process, it is very difficult to produce a fine sensor
structural body.
[0006] For example, in order to quarry a weight body
from a single semiconductor substrate, it is necessary
to dig grooves on the substrate. Especially, a thin and
deep groove should be made on the substrate for real-
izing miniaturization. However, it is difficult to make a
thin and deep groove by using an etching method gen-
erally utilized in the semiconductor manufacturing proc-
ess. On the other hand, when a mechanical cutting
method using a dicing blade is applied, it is possible to
make a thin and deep groove on the substrate. However,
this mechanical cutting method has another problem of
cracking. The more the sensor structural body becomes
compact, the more cracking is apt to take place on the
semiconductor substrate when the mechanical process-
ing is applied. As a result, mass-production on the com-
mercial base becomes difficult in point of yield.
[0007] In view of the above, an object of this invention
is to provide a method of manufacturing a sensor utiliz-
ing an electrostatic capacitance element or a sensor uti-
lizing a piezo resistance element, in which mass-pro-
duction of more compact sensors can be realized on the
commercial base.

Summary Of The Invention

[0008]

(1) A first feature of the present invention resides in
a method of manufacturing a sensor utilizing
change of electrostatic capacitance wherein capac-
itance elements are manufactured on a pair of sub-
strates, the method comprising:
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a step of preparing a first substrate where a
working area is defined at a central portion
thereof, a flexible area is defined at a periphery
of the working area and a fixed area is defined
at a periphery of the flexible area, and prepar-
ing a second substrate for being disposed in a
manner opposite to a lower surface of the first
substrate;
a step of implementing processing to either the
lower surface of the first substrate or an upper
surface of the second substrate, or both of the
surfaces so that a cavity portion for capacitance
element can be formed between said working
and flexible areas of the first substrate and an
opposite area of the second substrate;
a step of providing electrodes so that capaci-
tance elements can be formed between a sur-
face of the first substrate constituting an upper
wall surface of said cavity portion for capaci-
tance element and a surface of the second sub-
strate constituting a lower wall surface of said
cavity portion for capacitance element;
a step of joining the lower surface of the fixed
area of the first substrate to the upper surface
of the second substrate so as to form said cavity
portion for capacitance element and said ca-
pacitance elements;
a step of digging a portion of at least the flexible
area of the first substrate from the upper sur-
face to thereby form grooves having a first
depth; and
a step of implementing etching to bottom por-
tions of the grooves until their depths reach a
second depth so that a flexible portion is formed
by a portion of the flexible area of the first sub-
strate, a weight body is formed by a portion of
the working area of the first substrate and a
pedestal is formed by a portion of the fixed area
of the first substrate thus to form a sensor struc-
tural body wherein bending takes place in the
flexible portion on the basis of force applied to
the weight body;
to manufacture a sensor having a function to
measure physical action on the basis of change
of electrostatic capacitance values of the ca-
pacitance elements.

(2) A second feature of the present invention re-
sides in a method according to the first feature
wherein the method further comprising:

a step of preparing a third substrate for being
disposed in a manner opposite to the upper sur-
face of the first substrate; and
a step of joining an upper surface of the pedes-
tal to a lower surface of the third substrate in
the state where a space is provided between
the pedestal and the third substrate, the weight

body being permitted to undergo displacement
with a predetermined degree of freedom within
said space.

(3) A third feature of the present invention resides
in a method of manufacturing a sensor utilizing
change of electrostatic capacitance, the method
comprising:

a step of preparing a first substrate where a
working area is defined at a central portion
thereof, a flexible area is defined at a periphery
of the working area and a fixed area is defined
at a periphery of the flexible area, and prepar-
ing a second substrate for being disposed in a
manner opposite to a lower surface of the first
substrate;
a step of implementing processing to either the
lower surface of the first substrate or an upper
surface of the second substrate, or both of the
surfaces so that a cavity portion for capacitance
element can be formed between said working
and flexible areas of the first substrate and an
opposite area of the second substrate;
a step of providing electrodes so that capaci-
tance elements can be formed between a sur-
face of the first substrate constituting an upper
wall surface of said cavity portion for capaci-
tance element and a surface of the second sub-
strate constituting a lower wall surface of said
cavity portion for capacitance element;
a step of joining the lower surface of the fixed
area of the first substrate to the upper surface
of the second substrate so as to form said cavity
portion for capacitance element and said ca-
pacitance elements;
a step of digging the fixed area and the flexible
area of the first substrate from the upper sur-
face to thereby form grooves having a first
depth; and
a step of implementing etching to bottom por-
tions of the grooves until their depths reach a
second depth so that a flexible portion is formed
by a portion of the flexible area of the first sub-
strate and a weight body is formed by a portion
of the working area of the first substrate thus to
form a sensor structural body wherein bending
takes place in the flexible portion on the basis
of force applied to the weight body;
to manufacture a sensor having a function to
measure physical action on the basis of change
of electrostatic capacitance values of the ca-
pacitance elements.

(4) A fourth feature of the present invention resides
in a method according to the third feature wherein
the method further comprising:
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a step of preparing a third substrate, a cavity
portion for weight body being provided on a low-
er surface of said third substrate for forming a
space within which the weight body is permitted
to undergo displacement with a predetermined
degree of freedom; and
a step of joining the lower surface of the third
substrate to the fixed area of an upper surface
of the first substrate so as to cover the weight
body by a wall surface of said cavity portion for
weight body.

(5) A fifth feature of the present invention resides in
a method according to the fourth feature:

wherein the cavity portion for capacitance el-
ement and the cavity portion for weight body have
a structure which can be sealed from an external
and both the cavity portions are sealed while carry-
ing out vacuum suction.
(6) A sixth feature of the present invention resides
in a method according to the first to the fifth features:

wherein etching is implemented to either the
lower surface of the first substrate or the upper sur-
face of the second substrate to thereby carry out
processing for forming the cavity portion for capac-
itance element.
(7) A seventh feature of the present invention re-
sides in a method according to the first to the sixth
features:

wherein a lower layer portion of the first sub-
strate is constituted by conductive layer and the
cavity portion for capacitance element is provided
in said lower layer portion so that an upper wall sur-
face of said cavity portion for capacitance element
has conductivity to constitute an electrode of the ca-
pacitance elements by said upper wall surface.
(8) An eighth feature of the present invention re-
sides in a method according to the seventh feature:

wherein a substrate having three layer struc-
ture of an upper layer portion, a middle layer portion
and a lower layer portion is used as the first sub-
strate, and the middle layer portion is constituted by
material having an etching characteristic different
from that of the upper layer portion and the lower
layer portion;

wherein grooves shallower than a thickness
of the upper layer portion are dug as the grooves of
the first depth; and

wherein when the bottom portions of the
grooves formed on the upper layer portion are dug
to the second depth, two stages of a former stage
and a latter stage are carried out so that the upper
layer portion is dug by using first etching liquid or
gas in the former stage and the middle layer portion
is dug by using second etching liquid or gas in the
latter stage.
(9) A ninth feature of the present invention resides
in a method according to the eighth feature:

wherein, after the cavity portion for capaci-
tance element is formed on the lower layer portion,
a portion of the upper wall surface of the cavity por-
tion for capacitance element is further removed by
etching so as to form a slit penetrated through the
lower layer portion to allow the flexible portion to
have sufficient flexibility in measurement.
(10) A tenth feature of the present invention resides
in a method according to the eighth or the ninth fea-
ture:

wherein the upper layer portion is constituted
by silicon, the middle layer portion is constituted by
silicon compound, and the lower layer portion is
constituted by silicon having conductivity by addi-
tion of impurity.
(11) An eleventh feature of the present invention re-
sides in a method according to the eighth to the
tenth features:

wherein the middle layer portion is constituted
by insulating material.
(12) A twelfth feature of the present invention re-
sides in a method of manufacturing a sensor utiliz-
ing piezo resistance elements wherein a flexible
substrate is prepared on which the piezo electric el-
ements are provided, the method comprising:

a step of preparing a body substrate wherein a
working area is defined at a central portion, a
flexible area is defined at a periphery of the
working area, and a fixed area is defined at a
periphery of the flexible area;
a step of forming piezo resistance elements in
the flexible area on a lower surface of the body
substrate so that resistance values of said pie-
zo resistance elements change on the basis of
mechanical deformation;
a step of digging a portion of at least the flexible
area of the body substrate from an upper sur-
face to thereby form grooves having a first
depth; and
a step of implementing etching to bottom por-
tions of the grooves until their depths reach a
second depth so that a flexible portion is formed
by a portion of the flexible area of the body sub-
strate, a weight body is formed by a portion of
the working area of the body substrate and a
pedestal is formed by a portion of the fixed area
of the body substrate thus to form a sensor
structural body wherein bending takes place in
the flexible portion on the basis of force applied
to the weight body;
to manufacture a sensor having a function to
measure physical action on the basis of change
of resistance values of the piezo resistance el-
ements.

(13) A thirteenth feature of the present invention re-
sides in a method according to the twelfth feature
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wherein the method further comprising:

a step of preparing a cover substrate for being
disposed in a manner opposite to the upper sur-
face of the body substrate; and
a step of joining an upper surface of the body
substrate to a lower surface of the cover sub-
strate in the state where a space is provided
between the upper surface of the body sub-
strate and the lower surface of the cover sub-
strate, the weight body being permitted to un-
dergo displacement with a predetermined de-
gree of freedom within said space.

(14) A fourteenth feature of the present invention
resides in a method of manufacturing a sensor uti-
lizing piezo electric elements, the method compris-
ing:

a step of preparing a body substrate wherein a
working area is defined at a central portion, a
flexible area is defined at a periphery of the
working area, and a fixed area is defined at a
periphery of the flexible area;
a step of forming piezo resistance elements in
the flexible area on a lower surface of the body
substrate so that resistance values of said pie-
zo resistance elements change on the basis of
mechanical deformation;
a step of digging the fixed area and the flexible
area of the body substrate from an upper sur-
face to thereby form grooves having a first
depth; and
a step of implementing etching to bottom por-
tions of the grooves until their depths reach a
second depth so that a flexible portion is formed
by a portion of the flexible area of the body sub-
strate and a weight body is formed by a portion
of the working area of the body substrate thus
to form a sensor structural body wherein bend-
ing takes place in the flexible portion on the ba-
sis of force applied to the weight body;
to manufacture a sensor having a function to
measure physical action on the basis of change
of resistance values of the piezo resistance el-
ements.

(15) A fifteenth feature of the present invention re-
sides in a method according to the fourteenth fea-
ture wherein the method further comprising:

a step of preparing a cover substrate, a cavity
portion for weight body being provided on a low-
er surface of said cover substrate for forming a
space within which the weight body is permitted
to undergo displacement with a predetermined
degree of freedom; and
a step of joining the lower surface of the cover

substrate to the fixed area of an upper surface
of the body substrate so as to cover the weight
body by a wall surface of said cavity portion for
weight body.

(16) A sixteenth feature of the present invention re-
sides in a method according to the twelfth to the fif-
teenth features wherein the method further com-
prising:

a step of preparing a supporting substrate for
being disposed in a manner opposite to the low-
er surface of the body substrate;
a step of implementing processing to either the
lower surface of the body substrate or an upper
surface of the supporting substrate, or both of
the surfaces so that a cavity portion for resist-
ance element can be formed between said
working and flexible areas of the body substrate
and an opposite area of the supporting sub-
strate; and
a step of joining the lower surface of the fixed
area of the body substrate to the upper surface
of the supporting substrate so as to form said
cavity portion for resistance element.

(17) A seventeenth feature of the present invention
resides in a method according to the twelfth to the
sixteenth features:

wherein a substrate having three layer struc-
ture of an upper layer portion, a middle layer portion
and a lower layer portion is used as the body sub-
strate, and the middle layer portion is constituted by
material having an etching characteristic different
from that of the upper layer portion and the lower
layer portion;

wherein grooves shallower than a thickness
of the upper layer portion are dug as the grooves of
the first depth; and

wherein when the bottom portions of the
grooves formed on the upper layer portion are dug
to the second depth, two stages of a former stage
and a latter stage are carried out so that the upper
layer portion is dug by using first etching liquid or
gas in the former stage and the middle layer portion
is dug by using second etching liquid or gas in the
latter stage.
(18) An eighteenth feature of the present invention
resides in a method according to the seventeenth
feature:

wherein the piezo resistance elements are to
be provided in the lower layer portion and there is
further provided a step of removing by etching a por-
tion of an area where the piezo resistance elements
are not formed of the lower layer portion so as to
form a slit penetrated through the lower layer por-
tion to allow the flexible portion to have sufficient
flexibility in measurement.
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(19) A nineteenth feature of the present invention
resides in a method according to the seventeenth
or the eighteenth feature:

wherein the upper layer portion and the lower
layer portion are constituted by silicon, the middle
layer portion is constituted by silicon oxide and the
piezo resistance elements are constituted by silicon
having conductivity by addition of impurity.
(20) A twentieth feature of the present invention re-
sides in a method according to the first to the nine-
teenth features:

wherein plural unit areas are defined on the
first substrate or the body substrate, and a working
area, a flexible area and a fixed area are defined for
the respective unit areas, at a central portion of the
unit area, at a periphery of the working area and at
a periphery of the flexible area; and

wherein individual steps are executed for the
respective unit areas to form respectively independ-
ent sensor structural bodies in the respective unit
areas thereafter to cut the substrates into the re-
spective unit areas so as to manufacture plural in-
dependent sensors.
(21) A twenty first feature of the present invention
resides in a method according to the twentieth fea-
ture:

wherein when the grooves having the first
depth are dug, grooves continuous over the plural
unit areas are dug.
(22) A twenty second feature of the present inven-
tion resides in a method according to the first to the
twenty first features:

wherein the grooves having the first depth are
formed by mechanically digging the upper surface
of the first substrate.

Brief Description Of The Drawings

[0009]

FIG. 1 is a side cross sectional view showing an ex-
ample of an acceleration sensor utilizing a change
of an electrostatic capacitance to which a manufac-
turing method according to this invention is applied.
FIG. 2 is a top view of a supporting base 10 of the
acceleration sensor shown in FIG. 1. The cross sec-
tion cut along the X-axis of the supporting base 10
of FIG. 2 is shown in FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a bottom view of the state where the sup-
porting base 10 is detached from the acceleration
sensor shown in FIG. 1.
FIG. 4 is a top view of the state where a cover sub-
strate 60 is detached from the acceleration sensor
shown in FIG. 1.
FIG. 5 is a bottom view of the cover substrate 60 of
the acceleration sensor shown in FIG. 1 wherein
broken lines indicate position of a weight body 50.
FIG. 6 is a side cross sectional view showing a mod-

ified example of the acceleration sensor shown in
FIG. 1.
FIG. 7 is a plan view of a flexible substrate 30A hav-
ing slits S1 suitable when used as a flexible sub-
strate of the acceleration sensor shown in FIG. 1.
FIG. 8 is a plan view of a flexible substrate 30B hav-
ing slits S2 suitable when used as a flexible sub-
strate of the acceleration sensor shown in FIG. 1.
FIG. 9 is a side cross sectional view showing the
state where a cavity portion V1 for the capacitance
element is formed at the lower surface of the first
silicon substrate A.
FIG. 10 is a side cross sectional view showing the
state where the second silicon substrate B is bond-
ed on the upper surface of the first silicon substrate
A shown in FIG. 9.
FIG. 11 is a side cross sectional view showing the
state where a cavity portion V2 for the weight body
is formed at the upper surface of the second silicon
substrate B shown in FIG. 10.
FIG. 12 is a side cross sectional view showing a
cavity portion V1* for the capacitance element
formed at the first silicon substrate A by actual etch-
ing process.
FIG. 13 is a side cross sectional view showing a
cavity portion V21* for the weight body formed at
the second silicon substrate B by actual etching
process.
FIG. 14 is a side cross sectional view showing draw-
backs in the case where the cavity portion V2 for
the weigh body is formed at the second silicon sub-
strate B by mechanical cutting process using a dic-
ing blade.
FIG. 15 is a plan view showing the state where unit
areas U corresponding to respective semiconduc-
tor pellets are defined in the case where the semi-
conductor integrated circuits are mass-produced by
using a single substrate 70.
FIG. 16 is a plan view showing a simple example in
which only four unit areas U1 to U4 are defined on
substrate 80.
FIG. 17 is a side cross sectional view of a first sub-
strate 100 having a three layer structure used in an
embodiment of this invention.
FIG. 18 is a side cross sectional view showing the
state where cavity portions V1 for capacitance ele-
ments are formed at the lower surface of the first
substrate 100 shown in FIG. 17 to constitute a lower
layer portion 110A.
FIG. 19 is a bottom view of the lower layer portion
110A shown in FIG. 18, wherein the cross section
cut along the cutting lines W-W of the lower layer
portion 110A is shown in FIG. 18.
FIG. 20 is a side cross sectional view of a second
substrate 200 used in an embodiment of this inven-
tion.
FIG. 21 is a top view of the second substrate 200
shown in FIG. 20, wherein the cross section cut
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along the cutting lines W-W of the second substrate
200 is shown in FIG. 20.
FIG. 22 is a side cross sectional view showing the
state where the second substrate 200 shown in FIG.
20 is bonded to the lower surface of the first sub-
strate 100 shown in FIG. 18.
FIG. 23 is a side cross sectional view showing the
state where mechanical cutting work is carried out
with dicing blade to the upper surface of the struc-
ture shown in FIG. 22 to form grooves G11 to G17
of a first depth.
FIG. 24 is a plan view showing path of dicing blade
on the upper layer portion 130 during the mechan-
ical cutting work shown in FIG. 23.
FIG. 25 is a side cross sectional view showing the
state where etching process to the upper layer por-
tion 130 of the structure shown in FIG. 23 is com-
pleted by using first etching liquid.
FIG. 26 is a side cross sectional view showing the
state where etching process to the middle layer por-
tion 120 of the structure shown in FIG. 25 is com-
pleted by using second etching liquid.
FIG. 27 is a side cross sectional view of a third sub-
strate 300 used in a first embodiment of this inven-
tion.
FIG. 28 is a bottom view of the third substrate 300
shown in FIG. 27, wherein cross section cut along
the cutting lines W-W of the third substrate 300 is
shown in FIG. 27
FIG. 29 is a side cross sectional view showing the
state where the third substrate 300 is further bond-
ed onto the upper surface of the structure shown in
FIG. 26.
FIG. 30 is a side cross sectional view showing two
independent sensor structural bodies obtained by
cutting off the unit areas U1, U2 of the structure
shown in FIG. 29.
FIG. 31 is a side cross sectional view showing the
state where mechanical cutting work is carried out
with dicing blade to the upper surface of the struc-
ture shown in FIG. 22 to form grooves G41 to G43
of a first depth in order to carry out a second em-
bodiment of the invention.
FIG. 32 is a plan view showing path of dicing blade
on the upper layer portion 130 during the mechan-
ical cutting work shown in FIG. 31.
FIG. 33 is a side cross sectional view showing the
state where etching process to the upper layer por-
tion 130 of the structure shown in FIG. 31 is com-
pleted by using the first etching liquid.
FIG. 34 is a side cross sectional view showing the
state where etching process to the middle layer por-
tion 120 of the structure shown in FIG. 33 is com-
pleted by using the second etching liquid.
FIG. 35 is a side cross sectional view of a third sub-
strate 400 used in the second embodiment of this
invention.
FIG. 36 is a side cross sectional view showing the

state where the third substrate 400 is further bond-
ed on the upper surface of the structure shown in
FIG. 34.
FIG. 37 is a bottom view of the third substrate 400
shown in FIG. 35, wherein the cross section cut
along the cutting lines W-W of the third substrate
400 is shown in FIG. 35.
FIG. 38 is a side cross sectional view showing two
independent sensor structural bodies obtained by
cutting off the unit areas U1, U2 of the structure
shown in FIG. 36.
FIG. 39 is a side cross sectional view showing a
structure in which a cavity portion V1 for the capac-
itance element is formed on the supporting sub-
strate 250 of the sensor structural body shown in
FIG. 30.
FIG. 40 is a side cross sectional view showing a
sensor structural body using piezo resistance ele-
ments in place of capacitance elements.
FIG. 41 is a bottom view of the flexible substrate
150 in the sensor structural body shown in FIG. 40.
FIG. 42 is a circuit diagram of detection circuits used
in the case where acceleration sensor is constituted
by using the sensor structural body shown in FIG.
40.
FIG. 43 is a side cross sectional view showing a
modified example of the sensor structural body
shown in FIG. 40.
FIG. 44 is a side cross sectional view showing an-
other modified example of the sensor structural
body shown in FIG. 40.

Description Of The Preferred Embodiments

[0010] This invention will be described below in ac-
cordance with preferred embodiments shown.

§1 Sensor utilizing change of electrostatic capacitance

[0011] Initially, a fundamental structure and an oper-
ation principle of a sensor utilizing change of electrostat-
ic capacity to which this invention is applied will be de-
scribed. FIG. 1 is a side cross sectional view showing
an example of an acceleration sensor utilizing change
of electrostatic capacity. In this sensor, a peripheral por-
tion of a flexible substrate 30 is connected to a support-
ing substrate 10 through a pedestal 20. Further, on the
upper surface of the flexible substrate 30, a pedestal 40
is joined at a peripheral portion and a weight body 50 is
joined at a central portion. A cover substrate 60 is joined
on the upper surface of the pedestal 40. Further, five
lower electrodes E1 to E5 (a portion thereof is indicated
in FIG. 1) are provided on the upper surface of the sup-
porting substrate 10 and a single upper electrode E0 is
provided on the lower surface of the flexible substrate
30 so that capacitance elements are constituted with
both the upper and lower electrodes. A cavity portion V1
formed between the supporting substrate 10 and the
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flexible substrate 30 serves to ensure a space between
the electrodes constituting the capacitance elements.
On the other hand, a cavity portion V2a formed between
the pedestal 40 and the weight body 50 and a cavity
portion V2b formed between the weight body 50 and the
cover substrate 60 serve to ensure such a space that
the weight body 50 is permitted to undergo displace-
ment with a predetermined degree of freedom.
[0012] The flexible substrate 30 has flexibility and the
weight body 50 is supported by only this flexible sub-
strate 30. Accordingly, when bending takes place in the
flexible substrate 30, the weight body 50 can be caused
to undergo displacement in an arbitrary direction.
Namely, the weight body 50 is permitted to make dis-
placement in the horizontal direction of the figure, since
there is a cavity portion V2a formed at the periphery
thereof. The weight body 50 is also permitted to make
displacement in the lower direction of the figure, since
there is a cavity portion V1 formed below, and is further
permitted to make displacement in the upper direction
of the figure, since there is a cavity portion V2b formed
above. Let now assume that an XYZ three-dimensional
coordinate system having an origin at a central portion
of the upper surface of the supporting substrate 10 is
defined and X-axis, Z-axis and Y-axis are defined so that
they are in the right direction, in the upper direction and
in the direction perpendicular to the paper surface of the
figure, respectively. In addition, in the following descrip-
tion, it will be assumed that the cavity portion V1 within
which capacitance elements are accommodated is
called "cavity portion for capacitance element" and cav-
ity portions V2a, V2b within which the weight body 50 is
accommodated are called "cavity portion for weight
body".
[0013] FIG. 2 is a plan view of the supporting sub-
strate 10 of the acceleration sensor shown in FIG. 1.
The cross section cut along the X-axis of the supporting
substrate 10 shown in FIG. 2 is shown in FIG. 1. More-
over, broken lines of FIG. 2 indicate a position of the
pedestal 20 joined on the upper surface of the support-
ing substrate 10. As shown in the figure, five lower elec-
trodes E1 to E5 are formed on the supporting substrate
10. The electrodes E1, E2 are disposed on the X-axis,
the electrodes E3, E4 are disposed on the Y-axis, and
the electrode E5 is disposed on the origin of the three-
dimensional coordinate system.
[0014] FIG. 3 is a bottom view of the state where the
supporting substrate 10 is detached from the accelera-
tion sensor shown in FIG. 1. At the central portion of the
lower surface of the flexible substrate 30, a disc-shaped
upper electrode E0 is formed. At the peripheral portion
of the lower surface of the flexible substrate 30, the ped-
estal 20 is joined. The upper electrode E0 functions as
a common opposite electrode with respect to the five
lower electrodes E1 to E5. Accordingly, five independ-
ent capacitance elements C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 are
formed by electrode pairs E1/E0, E2/E0, E3/E0, E4/E0,
E5/E0 which are disposed in a manner opposite in upper

and lower directions, respectively.
[0015] FIG. 4 is a top view of the state where the cover
substrate 60 is detached from the acceleration sensor
shown in FIG. 1. At the central portion of the upper sur-
face of the flexible substrate 30, the weight body 50 hav-
ing a square pillar shape is joined. At the peripheral por-
tion of the upper surface of the flexible substrate 30, the
pedestal 40 is joined. A space formed between the ped-
estal 40 and the weight body 50 corresponds to the cav-
ity portion V2a shown in FIG. 1. It is now assumed that,
with respect to the flexible substrate 30, a central portion
to which the weight body 50 is joined is called a working
area 31, an area corresponding to the cavity portion V2a
therearound is called a flexible area 32, and an area
where the pedestal 40 is joined therearound is called a
fixed area 33. Respective reference numerals indicated
within parentheses in FIG. 4 indicate respective areas
of the flexible substrate 30. In the side cross sectional
view shown in FIG. 1, the central portion of the flexible
substrate 30 where displacement takes place along with
the weight body 50 is the working area 31, the peripheral
portion held between the pedestal 20 and the pedestal
40 is the fixed area 33 and its intermediate portion is the
flexible area 32. The flexible area 32 function as a so-
called diaphragm. That is, when the weight body 50 is
caused to undergo displacement, the flexible area 32 is
bent.
[0016] FIG. 5 is a bottom view of the cover substrate
60 of the acceleration sensor shown in FIG. 1, wherein
broken lines indicate a position of the weight body 50.
In the cover substrate 60, a groove portion 62 is formed
in the area surrounded by an outer circumferential por-
tion 61. The groove portion 62 serves to form the cavity
portion V2b shown in FIG. 1. Even if the outer circum-
ferential portion 61 is joined or bonded to the pedestal
40, a space is ensured between the weight body 50 and
the cover substrate 60.
[0017] The operation of this acceleration sensor is as
follows. Initially, let consider the case where this accel-
eration sensor is installed in the environment where no
acceleration is applied. In this case, as shown in the side
cross sectional view of FIG. 1, the flexible substrate 30
and the supporting substrate 10 are held in parallel
state. As a result, the capacitance elements C1 to C5
respectively indicate predetermined electrostatic ca-
pacitance values. However, when, e.g., force in the pos-
itive direction of the X-axis is assumed to be applied to
the weight body 50 because an acceleration in the X-
axis direction is applied, the weight body 50 is caused
to undergo displacement in the right direction of FIG. 1.
As a result, bending takes place in the flexible substrate
30. Thus, the interval between the electrodes E1/E0 is
shrinked and the interval between the electrodes E2/E0
is widened. Accordingly, the electrostatic capacitance
value of the capacitance element C1 becomes large and
the electrostatic capacitance value of the capacitance
element C2 becomes small. Similarly, when, e.g., force
in the positive direction of the Y-axis is assumed to be
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applied to the weight body 50 because an acceleration
in the Y-axis direction is applied, the interval between
the electrodes E3/E0 is shrinked and the interval be-
tween the electrodes E4/E0 is widened. Accordingly, the
electrostatic capacitance value of the capacitance ele-
ment C3 becomes large and the electrostatic capaci-
tance value of the capacitance element C4 becomes
small. In addition, when force in the positive direction of
the Z-axis is assumed to be applied to the weight body
50 because an acceleration in the Z-axis direction is ap-
plied, all the electrode intervals are widened. For this
reason, e.g., the electrostatic capacitance value of the
capacitance element C5 becomes small.
[0018] Eventually, the acceleration component in the
X-axis direction can be detected by monitoring the elec-
trostatic capacitance values of the capacitance ele-
ments C1, C2. Similarly, the acceleration component in
the Y-axis direction can be detected by monitoring the
electrostatic capacitance values of the capacitance el-
ements C3, C4. Further, the acceleration component in
the Z-axis direction can be detected by monitoring the
electrostatic capacitance value of the capacitance ele-
ment C5. In this case, although wirings with respect to
the respective lower electrodes E1 to E5 are not indicat-
ed in the figure, the wirings for taking out electrostatic
capacitance values of respective capacitance elements,
as electric signals, are provided in practice.
[0019] Although the structure and the operation prin-
ciple of the acceleration sensor have been disclosed
above, it is possible to detect physical action such as
force, magnetism or angular velocity, etc. on the basis
of the principle similar to the above. For example, if the
cover substrate 60 is detached in the structural body
shown in FIG. 1 so that force is directly applied to the
weight body 50, this sensor functions as a force sensor.
Moreover, if the weight body 50 is constituted with mag-
netic material such as iron or cobalt, etc. in the sensor
structural body shown in FIG. 1, it becomes possible to
detect force applied on the basis of magnetism. This
sensor is permitted to function as a magnetic sensor.
Further, if the weight body 50 is oscillated in a predeter-
mined direction by a predetermined method (e.g., ap-
plying a.c. voltage across the electrodes E5/E0) and Co-
rioli's force applied in a direction perpendicular to the
oscillating direction is detected as a change of an elec-
trostatic capacitance value of a predetermined capaci-
tance element, it becomes possible to detect angular ve-
locity applied around a predetermined axis, thus permit-
ting this sensor to function as an angular velocity sensor.
It is to be noted that since the operations as these var-
ious sensors are well known technology disclosed in the
above-mentioned respective publications, their detailed
explanation is omitted.
[0020] FIG. 6 is a side cross sectional view showing
a modified example of the acceleration sensor shown in
FIG. 1. From a viewpoint of practical use, it is preferable
to adopt the structure shown in FIG. 6 rather than the
structure shown in FIG. 1. In the structure shown in FIG.

6, a flexible substrate 35 having conductivity is em-
ployed to thereby omit the upper electrode E0. Since the
flexible substrate 35 itself functions as an upper elec-
trode having conductivity, it is unnecessary to form a
separate upper electrode E0.
[0021] In this example, the pedestal 40 and the cover
substrate 60 are not necessarily required components,
and may be omitted depending upon utilization form. For
example, in the case where this sensor is utilized as
force sensor, the weight body 50 is caused to be ex-
posed to directly receive applied force to detect it. More-
over, even in the case where this sensor structural body
is utilized as an acceleration sensor or an angular ve-
locity sensor, the pedestal 40 and the cover substrate
60 are not necessarily required if this sensor structural
body is accommodated within any casing. That is, if the
entirety of the sensor structural body is accommodated
within a casing and an accident such that any foreign
matter comes into contact with the weight body 50 does
not take place during detecting operation, there is no
problem even in the state where the weight body 50 is
exposed within the casing.
[0022] Moreover, in order to allow the flexible sub-
strates 30, 35 to have sufficient flexibility, it is preferable
to form slits in the flexible area 32. FIG. 7 is a plan view
showing an example of the flexible substrate. In this ex-
ample, a working area 31A is formed at a central portion
(portion to which the weight body 50 is joined) of the
flexible substrate 30A, a flexible area 32A is formed at
a portion therearound, and a fixed area 33A is formed
at a portion around the flexible area 32A, and slits S1
are provided in the flexible area 32A. These slits S1 are
constituted with an elongated opening window penetrat-
ed through the flexible substrate 30A. Formation of this
slit S1 permits the flexible substrate 30A to have suffi-
cient flexibility. Similarly, FIG. 8 is a top view showing
another example of the flexible substrate wherein a
working area 31B is formed at a central portion (the por-
tion to which the weight body 50 is joined) of the flexible
substrate 30B, a flexible area 32B is formed at a portion
therearound and a fixed area 33B is formed at a portion
around the flexible area 32B, and slits S2 are provided
in the flexible area 32B. Also in this case, the slits S2
are constituted with elongated opening window pene-
trated through the flexible substrate 30B. Formation of
these slits S2 permits the flexible substrate 30B to have
sufficient flexibility.

§2 Fundamental principle of manufacturing method
suitable for mass production

[0023] The manufacturing method for a sensor struc-
tural body shown in FIG. 1 or FIG. 6 is disclosed, e.g.,
in the above-mentioned USPs, or in the International
Publication No. WO94/23272 based on the Patent Co-
operation Treaty. In these manufacturing methods, the
semiconductor manufacturing process is diverted so
that mass production of the sensor on the commercial
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base can be made. The fundamental principle of the
method suitable for mass production resides in that nec-
essary processes are respectively implemented to plu-
ral substrates to manufacture the sensor structural body
as a stacked body of plural substrates.
[0024] For example, as shown in the side cross sec-
tional view of FIG. 9, a working area A1 is defined at a
central portion of a first silicon substrate A, a flexible ar-
ea A2 is defined at a periphery thereof, and a fixed area
A3 is defined at a periphery of the flexible area A2. Then
etching process is carried out to the lower surface with
respect to the portion corresponding to the working area
A1 and the flexible area A2 so as to form a cavity portion
V1 for capacitance element as shown in FIG. 9. In this
first silicon substrate A, thickness of the portion which
has experienced corrosion by etching (that is, the work-
ing area A1 and the flexible area A2) is caused to be
thinner than thickness of the portion which has not ex-
perienced corrosion (that is, the fixed area A3). Thus, a
diaphragm portion a is formed.
[0025] Subsequently, as shown in the side cross sec-
tional view of FIG. 10, a second silicon substrate B is
joined (bonded) to the upper surface of the silicon sub-
strate A and then etching process is carried out to the
upper surface of the second silicon substrate B with re-
spect to an annular portion corresponding to the flexible
area A2 so that a cavity portion V2 for weight body can
be formed as shown in the side cross sectional view of
FIG. 11. In other words, the second silicon substrate B
is divided into two portions of the pedestal B1 comprised
of an outer circumferential portion and the weight body
B2 comprised of a central portion. On the other hand,
on the first silicon substrate A, there are formed a work-
ing portion A11 to which the weight body B2 is joined
(bonded), a flexible portion A12 arranged therearound
and a fixed portion A13 arranged at a periphery of the
flexible portion A12. When the structure shown in FIG.
11 is compared to the sensor structural body of FIG. 6,
it is seen that the fixed portion A13 functions as the ped-
estal 20, the working portion A11 and the flexible portion
A12 function as the flexible substrate 35, the pedestal
B1 functions as the pedestal 40, and the weight body
B2 functions as the weight body 50. In view of the above,
when a substrate functioning as the supporting sub-
strate 10 is further joined on the lower surface of the
structural body shown in FIG. 11 and a substrate func-
tioning as the cover substrate 60 is joined on the upper
surface thereof, a sensor structural body shown in FIG.
6 can be obtained.
[0026] If this sensor structural body is realized by the
stacked structure composed of plural substrates, the
conventional semiconductor manufacturing process
can be utilized and mass production on the commercial
base can be carried out.
[0027] However, in the methods disclosed in the
above-mentioned respective publications, limitation
takes place in carrying out miniaturization. This limita-
tion is derived from very fine processing technology us-

ing etching in the typical semiconductor manufacturing
process. Namely, the structure shown in FIGs. 9 to 11
indicates the ideal state where etching process for form-
ing cavity portions V1, V2 was carried out as complete
anisotropic etching. However, in practice, it is impossi-
ble to carry out such an ideal anisotropic etching with
typical etching technology currently carried out. For ex-
ample, in FIG. 9, the side wall surface of the cavity por-
tion V1 for capacitance element is indicated as a plane
surface perpendicular to the substrate surface. Howev-
er, in actual, the side wall surface is formed as a taper
surface to define a cavity portion V1* as shown in FIG.
12. Such an imperfect anisotropic etching characteristic
exhibits more serious problem in carrying out process-
ing for forming a cavity portion V2 for weight body on
the second silicon substrate B. Namely, when an actual
anisotropic etching process is carried out to the second
substrate B, a cavity portion V2* for weight body having
a shape as shown in the side cross sectional view of
FIG. 13 is actually formed. As shown in the figure, a
cross section of the cavity portion V2* becomes a trian-
gle such that a width becomes smaller according as a
depth becomes larger.
[0028] When an attempt is made to realize a more
compact sensor structural body, this problem is devel-
oped into more serious problem. Particularly, in the
process for forming the cavity portion V2* for weight
body, seriousness is increased to more degree. The rea-
son thereof is that thickness of the second silicon sub-
strate B should be set to become considerably thick as
compared to thickness of the first silicon substrate A.
Although thicknesses of both the substrates A and B are
not indicated by precise ratio in the figure of this appli-
cation for convenience of explanation, thickness Tb of
the second silicon substrate B cannot help being con-
siderably large as compared to the thickness Ta of the
first silicon substrate A in FIG. 13 in practice. The thick-
ness Ta becomes a total value of depth of the cavity por-
tion V1* and thickness of the diaphragm portion a. In
this case, the depth of the cavity portion V1* for capac-
itance element becomes a dimension which rules an
electrode interval of capacitance element. Therefore, it
is preferable to set this dimension to a small value for
the purpose of realizing miniaturization of the sensor
while maintaining detection sensitivity. Moreover, with
respect to thickness of the diaphragm portion a, it is pref-
erable to set it to also a small value for the purpose of
ensuring sufficient flexibility. On the contrary, with re-
spect to thickness Tb of the second silicon substrate B,
it is preferable to set it to a large value. The reason there-
of is that the thickness Tb is a dimension for ruling mass
of the weight body B2, and therefore in view of ensuring
detection sensitivity to some degree, it is necessary to
ensure sufficient thickness Tb so that mass of the weight
body B2 becomes an enough value for detection.
[0029] Eventually, as long as the cavity portion V2 for
weight body is formed by using the conventional typical
etching technique, there occurs limitation in miniaturiza-
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tion of the sensor. There is another technique for forming
the cavity portion V2 for weight body such as a mechan-
ical cutting method in which a dicing blade is used as
disclosed in the above-mentioned publications. In ac-
cordance with this method, there is carried out a process
for joining the substrate B to the substrate A. Thereafter
a dicing blade having a predetermined width is set in
contact with the upper surface of the substrate B to me-
chanically cut the substrate B from the upper surface.
In recent years, with development of the micromachin-
ing technology, a considerably fine groove can be ob-
tained by using the dicing blade.
[0030] However, in this mechanical cutting method,
there is another problem of occurrence of cracks. Name-
ly, when the mechanical cutting with a dicing blade is
carried out, it is possible to obtain a groove having a
sufficient width until the deep portion (this groove be-
comes a cavity portion V2 for weight body) as shown in
the side cross sectional view of FIG. 14. However,
cracks K are apt to be appeared at the diaphragm por-
tion a of the substrate A by mechanical stress applied
from the upper direction. The diaphragm portion a is thin
in thickness in order to allow it to have flexibility. Accord-
ing as more compact sensor is realized, occurrence of
cracks K is not inevitable. Moreover, in the case where
the slits S1, S2 as illustrated in FIG. 7 or FIG. 8 are.
formed in order to allow the diaphragm portion a to have
sufficient flexibility, there also takes place another prob-
lem in which shavings D fall into the cavity portion V1
for capacitance element through these slits as shown in
FIG. 14. The cavity portion V1 for capacitance element
is an important space for determining distance between
the electrodes constituting the capacitance element.
When shavings D are mixed thereinto, serious hin-
drance takes place in measurement.
[0031] This invention contemplates proposing a new
technique for solving the above-described problems
which prevent miniaturization of the sensor and for re-
alizing mass-production of the sensor on the basis of
the fundamental principle of stacking plural substrates.

§3 First embodiment of this invention

[0032] The first embodiment of this invention will be
described below in conformity with an actual example.
As described above, the fundamental principle of this
invention resides in that plural substrates are stacked to
thereby constitute a sensor structural body. Ordinarily,
when a substrate is used for mass production of semi-
conductor integrated circuits, a large number of unit ar-
eas U are defined on a substrate 70 (semiconductor wa-
fer) as shown in the plan view of FIG. 15 (portion to
which hatching is implemented in the figure serves as a
single unit area U) to form respectively independent
semiconductor elements (semiconductor pellets) by re-
spective individual unit areas. Then the substrate 70 is
cut to divide every respective unit areas to thereby take
out plural semiconductor elements from a single sub-

strate 70. In the manufacturing method of the sensor ac-
cording to this invention, similarly, a large number of unit
areas U are defined on respective substrates to consti-
tute respectively independent sensor structural bodies.
Finally, the stack of the substrates are cut into respective
unit areas to obtain a large number of sensor structural
bodies. The following explanation will be given, for con-
venience of explanation, in connection with the simple
example in which only four unit areas U1 to U4 are de-
fined on a single substrate 80 as shown in the plan view
of FIG. 16 in place of describing the example in which
a large number of unit areas U are defined on a single
substrate 70 as shown in the plan view of FIG. 15. Ac-
cordingly, side cross sectional views in the following ex-
planation all correspond to the cross sectional view cut
along the cutting lines W-W of the substrate 80 shown
in FIG. 16.
[0033] Initially, a first substrate 100 as shown in the
side cross sectional view of FIG. 17 is prepared. The
first substrate 100 corresponds to the substrate A de-
scribed in the fundamental principle of §2. In this exam-
ple, a substrate having three layer structure of a lower
layer portion 110, a middle layer portion 120 and an up-
per layer portion 130 is used as the first substrate 100,
and the middle layer portion 120 is constituted by ma-
terial having etching characteristic different from that of
the lower layer portion 110 and the upper layer portion
130. In more practical sense, in the embodiment de-
scribed here, the lower layer portion 110 and the upper
layer portion 130 are constituted by silicon, and the mid-
dle layer portion 120 is constituted by silicon oxide film
(SiO2). Silicon and silicon oxide are different in etching
characteristic. Since the middle layer portion 120 is
made of material having different etching characteristic,
it can function as etching stopper in the etching process
of the upper layer portion 130 which will be described
later. It is a matter of course that silicon nitride film, etc.
may be used as material of the middle layer portion 120
as far as connection to the other layers can be made.
[0034] As stated above, the main reason why middle
layer portion 120 is provided is to allow it to function as
etching stopper. Therefore various materials may be
used for the middle layer portion 120 in addition to the
above described materials, providing that the material
has etching characteristic different from that of the lower
layer portion 110 and the upper layer portion 130. It is
preferable to constitute the middle layer portion 120 by
insulating material, because it is possible to prevent ex-
ternal electric noises from being mixed into the lower
layer portion 110 which directly participates in measure-
ment even in the case where a portion of the upper layer
portion 130 is connected to the sensor casing at the sub-
sequent process step.
[0035] Moreover, n type or p type impurities are added
in silicon constituting the lower layer portion 110 so that
the lower layer portion 110 functions as a conductive lay-
er. In the subsequent process step, a cavity portion V1
for capacitance element is formed within the lower layer
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portion 110. If the lower layer portion 110 is constituted
by the conductive layer with the impurities, since the up-
per wall surface of the cavity portion V1 has conductivity,
there is a merit that an upper electrode of the capaci-
tance element can be constituted by the upper wall sur-
face. In other words, the sensor structural body shown
in FIG. 6 can be obtained in place of the sensor struc-
tural body shown in FIG. 1. Thus, the process step for
forming an upper electrode becomes unnecessary.
[0036] In this case, as in the example shown in FIG.
17, substrate 100 having three layer structure of silicon/
silicon oxide/silicon is generally put on the market as a
so-called SOI wafer (Silicon On Insulator wafer: usually
single crystal is formed at a portion of silicon). If such a
wafer on the market is utilized, the manufacturing cost
can be further reduced. Dimensions of the substrate 100
actually used in this embodiment are presented for ref-
erence as follows. Diameter: φ152 mm (6 inches), thick-
ness of the lower layer portion 110: 15 µm, thickness of
the middle layer portion 120: 1 µm, and thickness of the
upper layer portion 130: 600 µm. A thickness of the wa-
fer which can be utilized in the ordinary micro-machining
is about 300 µm (If thickness is more thicker, processing
of depth portion becomes difficult), and a diameter is
about 100 mm (4 inches). However, in this invention,
since etching process is used in combination as de-
scribed later, a wafer having thickness of about 600 µm
can be utilized. Thus, a wafer of large diameter which is
so called six inch wafer can be utilized. The point where
productivity can be enhanced by using a large diameter
wafer is also one of the merits of this invention.
[0037] After a first substrate 100 is prepared, plural
unit areas U are defined on this substrate. In this em-
bodiment, as shown in FIG. 16, four unit areas U1 to U4
are defined on a single substrate. In the side cross sec-
tional view of FIG. 17, two unit areas U1, U2 thereof are
indicated. Subsequently, in the respective unit area, a
working area A1 is defined at the central portion, a flex-
ible area A2 is defined at the periphery of the working
area A1, and a fixed area A3 is defined at the periphery
of the flexible area A2. Then etching is implemented to
the lower surface of the first substrate 100 to form a cav-
ity portion V1 for capacitance element in the working ar-
ea A1 and the flexible area A2. FIG. 18 is a side cross
sectional view showing the state where cavity portions
V1 for capacitance element is formed at the lower sur-
face of the first substrate 100 by such etching process.
A portion of the lower layer portion 110 is removed by
this etching process to constitute a lower layer portion
110A. This lower layer portion 110A is constituted by a
pedestal portion 111 formed in the fixed area A3 and a
diaphragm portion 112 formed in the working area A1
and the flexible area A2. Thus, the cavity portion V1 for
capacitance element is formed wherein the pedestal
portion 111 is caused to be a side wall and the dia-
phragm portion 112 is caused to be an upper wall. It is
to be noted that although removing by etching is carried
out also with respect to the boundary portion between

the unit areas U1 and U2 as shown in FIG. 18, this re-
moving is carried out for convenience in carrying out cut-
ting every respective unit areas.
[0038] FIG. 19 is a bottom view of the lower layer por-
tion 110A wherein the cavity portions V1 for capacitance
element are respectively encompassed by the pedestal
portions 111 in every four unit areas as clearly indicated
in the figure. The cross section cut along the cutting lines
W-W of the lower layer portion 110A shown in FIG. 19
is shown in FIG. 18. It is to be noted that while square
shaped pedestal portions 111 are formed in the embod-
iment shown in FIG. 19, a shape of the pedestal portion
111 may be an annular shape or may be other shapes.
[0039] As stated above, in the etching process for
forming the cavity portions V1 for capacitance element,
it is sufficient to use the technique of typical etching uti-
lized in the general semiconductor process. In this em-
bodiment, depth of the cavity portion V1 for capacitance
element is about 2 µm. Though the side wall surface of
the cavity portion V1 for capacitance element to be
formed has taper as shown in FIG. 18, the depth of the
cavity is very small as compared to the frontage of the
cavity. Therefore, typical etching technique (wet etching
or dry etching) conventionally used can be utilized as it
is. It is to be noted that dimensional ratio between re-
spective portions in the side cross sectional view is not
in correspondence with the actual dimensional radio of
this embodiment (e.g., in the actual dimension of this
embodiment, thickness of the diaphragm portion 112 is
about 13 µm and depth of cavity portion V1 for capaci-
tance element is about 2 µm, but illustration is not made
by such a dimensional ratio in the figure.).
[0040] Subsequently, a second substrate 200 which
will be disposed in a manner opposite to the lower sur-
face of the first substrate 100 is prepared. On the second
substrate, lower electrodes E are provided as shown in
FIG. 20 so that capacitance elements can be formed be-
tween the upper wall surface of the cavity portion V1 for
capacitance element formed on the first substrate 100
and the lower electrodes E on the second substrate 200.
In this embodiment, as the lower layer portion 110A has
conductivity, the upper wall surface of the cavity portion
V1 for capacitance element functions as the upper elec-
trode of the capacitance element. On the other hand,
the lower electrodes E are formed on the upper surface
of the substrate body 210 as shown in the side cross
sectional view of FIG. 20. In this example, as the sub-
strate body 210 constituting the second substrate, glass
substrate having thickness of about 500 µm is used, and
the lower electrodes E are formed as a vacuum deposi-
tion film such as aluminum or chromium, etc. on the
glass substrate. FIG. 21 is a top view of the second sub-
strate 200 after forming the lower electrodes E. The
cross section along the cutting lines W-W in this figure
is shown in the side cross sectional view of FIG. 20. The
lower electrode E formed in a unit area is composed of
five independent electrodes, and functions as the lower
electrodes E1 to E5 shown in FIG. 2. It is to be noted
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that although not shown in FIG. 21, wiring pattern with
respect to the respective lower electrodes is formed on
the substrate body 210 of the second substrate 200 in
practice.
[0041] In this embodiment, the lower layer portion
110A is constituted by conductive material and the up-
per wall surface of the cavity portion V1 for capacitance
element is utilized as a common electrode layer. How-
ever, in a manner opposite to this embodiment, the sec-
ond substrate 200 may be constituted only by the sub-
strate body 210 consisting of conductive material so that
the lower wall surface of the cavity portion V1 for capac-
itance element (that is, the upper surface of the sub-
strate body 210) is used as a common electrode layer.
In this case, five upper electrodes are to be constituted
on the upper wall surface portion of the lower layer por-
tion 110A which is made of insulating material.
[0042] If preparation of the first substrate 100 and the
second substrate 200 is made in this way, the lower sur-
face of the pedestal portion 111 of the first substrate 100
is bonded to the upper surface of the second substrate
200 (e.g., anode bonding can be used) in the state
where the lower surface of the first substrate 100 and
the upper surface of the second substrate 200 are op-
posite to each other thus to form capacitance elements
within the cavity portion V1 for capacitance element.
FIG. 22 is a side cross sectional view showing the state
where both the substrates 100 and 200 are bonded in
this way.
[0043] Subsequently, there will be carried out a proc-
ess to dig the upper layer portion 130 from the upper
surface to make grooves to form a weight body. In this
case, since it is necessary to ensure mass to some de-
gree in the weight body, the thickness of the upper layer
portion 130 is considerably great (600 µm in this em-
bodiment). For this reason, it is difficult to make grooves
having sufficient depth by the typical etching as previ-
ously described. Moreover, when consideration is made
in connection with occurrence of crack with respect to
the diaphragm portion 112, it is also difficult to make
grooves by the mechanical cutting process using a dic-
ing blade. In view of the above, in this invention, the
groove formation process for forming the weight body is
assumed to be executed in a manner separated into two
process steps. Namely, in the first half process, cutting
processing is initially implemented by the mechanical
method using a dicing blade from the upper surface of
the upper layer portion 130 to make grooves having a
first depth. Subsequently, in the second half process,
etching is implemented to the bottom portion of the
grooves to thereby proceed to dig the grooves so that
their depths are equal to the second depth. If a safety
depth such that no crack takes place in the diaphragm
potion 112 is set as a first depth, the problem of occur-
rence of crack which is the drawback of the mechanical
cutting processing can be eliminated. In addition, since
the groove of the first depth has been already formed
by the first half process, it is sufficient for the etching

process in the second half process to proceed to dig the
grooves of the first depth so that their depths become
equal to the second depth. For this reason, grooves hav-
ing sufficient width even at a deep portion can be
formed.
[0044] FIG. 23 is a side cross sectional view showing
the state where grooves of the first depth are formed by
the first half process. There is clearly shown the state
where the upper layer portion 130 is cut by the dicing
blade from the upper surface so that the grooves G11
to G17 having a first depth are formed. In carrying out
this cutting process of groove, it is efficient to dig
grooves continuous over plural unit areas. FIG. 24 is a
plan view showing paths of the dicing blade on the upper
layer portion 130 in this cutting process. Longitudinal
paths P11 to P17 and lateral paths P21 to P27 indicated
by arrows of single dotted lines in the figure respectively
indicate paths at the time of cutting process using the
dicing blade of a predetermined width. As the grooves
are formed by moving the dicing blade in length and
breadth directions on the first substrate 100, very effi-
cient processing can be made. As a result, grooves con-
tinuous over plural unit areas are formed. Namely, the
grooves G11 to G17 (shown in the side cross sectional
view of FIG. 23) are formed along the longitudinal paths
P11 to P17, and the grooves G21 to G27 (which are not
illustrated) are formed along the lateral paths P21 to
P27.
[0045] The formation process of grooves in the first
embodiment aims at forming a weight body and a ped-
estal by using a part of the upper layer portion 130, and
forming a flexible portion by using a part of the dia-
phragm portion 112. In the plan view of FIG. 24, areas
indicated by implementing hatching indicate the por-
tions which have not been on the paths of the dicing
blade. These portions serve as portions constituting the
weight body 131 or the pedestal 132 (respective weight
bodies 131 are formed at the central portions and eight
pedestals 132 are formed therearound in the respective
unit areas). In addition, respective portions which have
been on the paths of the dicing blade (the portions of
the flexible areas surrounding the periphery of the re-
spective weight bodies 131) ultimately constitute the
flexible portions.
[0046] As shown in FIG. 23, when the grooves of the
first depth are formed, process of the second half to pro-
ceed to dig the bottom portions of these grooves is ex-
ecuted so that their depths become equal to the second
depth. In this embodiment, as the second depth, a depth
such that the upper surface of the lower layer portion
110A is exposed is set. Accordingly, in the process of
second half, digging procedure is carried out to the bot-
tom portions of the respective grooves G11 to G17 in
FIG. 23 so as to eliminate a remaining part of the upper
layer portion 130 and the middle layer portion 120 to ex-
pose the upper surface of the lower layer portion 110A.
In this embodiment, the process of the second half is
carried out in a manner separated into two etching stag-
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es. Namely, the former stage to proceed to dig the upper
layer portion 130 by using first etching liquid and the lat-
ter stage to proceed to dig the middle layer portion 120
by using second etching liquid are carried out. As de-
scribed above, the upper layer portion 130 and the mid-
dle layer portion 120 are layers consisting of materials
having different etching characteristics from each other.
Therefore, as first etching liquid, liquid suitable for etch-
ing of the upper layer portion 130 is selected, and as
second etching liquid, liquid suitable for etching of the
middle layer portion 120 is selected.
[0047] Of course, dry etching may be carried out in
place of the wet etching. In this case, it is sufficient to
select gas suitable for etching of the upper layer portion
130 as first etching gas, and to select gas suitable for
etching of the middle layer portion 120 as second etch-
ing gas. In more practical sense, e.g., it is sufficient to
carry out wet etching using isotropic etching liquid con-
sisting of mixed liquid such as HF, HNO3 and H2O or
anisotropic etching liquid such as KOH or hydrazine with
respect to silicon constituting the upper layer portion
130, and to carry out dry etching using etching gas such
as CF4 or SF6 with respect to silicon oxide constituting
the middle layer portion 120.
[0048] FIG. 25 is a side cross sectional view showing
the state where etching with respect to the upper layer
portion 130 has been completed by using the first etch-
ing liquid. At the bottom portions of the respective
grooves G11 to G17, the upper surface of the middle
layer portion 120 is exposed. Since the middle layer por-
tion 120 constituted with the material (silicon oxide) hav-
ing etching characteristic different from that of the ma-
terial (silicon) of the upper layer portion 130 functions
as etching stopper, the etching process of the former
stage using the first etching liquid has been substantially
completed in this state. Subsequently, etching process
of the latter stage using the second etching liquid is car-
ried out. FIG. 26 is a side cross sectional view showing
the state where etching with respect to the middle layer
portion 120 has been completed by using the second
etching liquid. At the bottom portions of the respective
grooves G11 to G17, the upper surface of the lower layer
portion 110A is exposed. Since the second etching liquid
has no etching selectivity with respect to the material
(silicon) constituting the lower layer portion 110A, the
etching process of the latter stage using the second
etching liquid has been substantially completed in this
state.
[0049] Eventually, as shown in FIG. 26, the grooves
G11 to G17 are to be dug so that their depths reach the
upper surface of the lower layer portion 110A. Since this
digging process is processing by etching, there is no risk
of cracking in the lower layer portion 110A. Moreover,
since the etching process of two stages using two kinds
of etching liquids having etching selectivity is carried out
as described above, it becomes possible to precisely
control degree of progression of etching. In other words,
all the respective grooves have uniform depth such that

their depths reach the upper surface of the lower layer
portion 110A, and the thickness of the diaphragm por-
tion 112 of the lower layer portion 110A is substantially
uniform in all the unit areas.
[0050] By providing the middle layer portion 120 in this
way, it becomes possible to precisely control depth of
grooves formed in the etching process. However, if de-
gree of progression of the etching process can be suf-
ficiently controlled by suitably setting the etching condi-
tion, etc., the middle layer portion 120 may be omitted.
In this case, it is sufficient to prepare a single silicon sub-
strate as a first substrate 100. As a method of controlling
etching with high accuracy, electrochemical etching is
known. If this method is used, the middle layer portion
120 becomes unnecessary. For example, it is sufficient
to allow the first substrate 100 to be of double layer
structure of p-type upper layer portion 130 and n-type
lower layer portion 110. If bias voltage is applied to the
lower layer portion 110 in the state where this substrate
is immersed in KOH liquid, etching is stopped at the
stage where the upper surface of the lower layer portion
110 is exposed.
[0051] Subsequently, a third substrate 300 which will
be disposed in a manner opposite to the upper surface
of the first substrate 100 is prepared. An example of the
third substrate 300 is shown in FIG. 27, and the bottom
view thereof is shown in FIG. 28. The cross section cut
along the cutting lines W-W of the third substrate 300
shown in FIG. 28 is shown in FIG. 27. While glass sub-
strate is used in this embodiment as the third substrate
300, the third substrate 300 may be constituted with oth-
er material. In addition, in this embodiment, grooves
G31, G32 are formed on the lower surface of the third
substrate 300. These grooves G31, G32 serve to ensure
gap for permitting movement of the weight body 131 in
an upper direction.
[0052] Then, the upper surface of the pedestal 132 is
bonded to the lower surface of the third substrate 300
(e.g., anode bonding is used) in the state where the up-
per surface of the first substrate 100 and the lower sur-
face of the third substrate 300 are opposite to each oth-
er. FIG. 29 is a side cross sectional view showing the
state where the third substrate 300 is bonded. It is seen
that a space, within which the weight body 131 is per-
mitted to undergo displacement with a predetermined
degree of freedom, is formed by the pedestals 132 and
the third substrate 300. The pedestals 132 and the third
substrate 300 have a function to control displacement
of the weight body 131 so that it falls within a predeter-
mined range, and serve to protect the diaphragm portion
from being broken when excessive acceleration is ap-
plied to the weight body 131.
[0053] When process to prepare respectively inde-
pendent sensor structural bodies has been completed
in this way in connection with four unit areas U1 to U4
shown in FIG. 16, processing to cut off the respective
substrates 100, 200, 300 into respective unit areas is
carried out keeping the state where they are bonded to
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each other (e.g., cutting by dicing blade). FIG. 30 is a
side cross sectional view showing two independent sen-
sor structural bodies obtained by cutting off the unit ar-
eas U1 and U2. The second substrate 200 and the third
substrate 300 are respectively cut to constitute a sup-
porting substrate 250 and a cover substrate 350. More-
over, the lower layer portion 110 of the first substrate
100 constitutes pedestal portions 111 and diaphragm
portions 112, and the upper layer portion 130 constitutes
weight bodies 131 and pedestals 132. Between the di-
aphragm 112 and the supporting substrate 250, a cavity
portion V1 for capacitance element is formed. Thus, ca-
pacitance elements using the electrodes E are formed.
In addition, a cavity portion V2 for weight body is formed
between the weight body 131 and the pedestals 132 or
the cover substrate 350.
[0054] It is to be noted that it is preferable for ensuring
more sufficient flexibility to form slits S1, S2 as shown
in FIG. 7 or FIG. 8 (slits S1, S2 shown are an example
of the case where pedestals 20, 40 are in square form.
In the case of forming annular shaped pedestal portion
111, it is preferable to allow a slit to be in circular arc
form). In order to form such slits at the diaphragm portion
112, as shown in FIG. 18, it is sufficient to form a cavity
portion V1 for capacitance element by etching on the
lower surface of the lower layer portion 110 thereafter
to further carry out processing to remove, by etching, a
portion (a portion where slit is to be formed) of the upper
wall surface (diaphragm portion 112) of this cavity por-
tion V1. Since the middle layer portion 120 functions as
etching stopper in the etching process with respect to
this diaphragm portion 112, it is possible to form slits
(still remaining in the stuffed state at this time point) pen-
etrated in the thickness direction within a predetermined
area of the diaphragm portion 112. Though the slits in
stuffed state are formed on the diaphragm portion 112
at this stage, the slits are opened at the time point when
the etching process from the upper direction shown in
FIG. 26 is carried out.
[0055] Moreover, in the sensor structural body shown
in FIG. 30, the cover substrate 350 is not necessarily
required, and may be omitted in dependency upon uti-
lization form of the sensor structural body. For example,
if this sensor structural body is utilized in the state ac-
commodated within another case, even if the cover sub-
strate 350 does not exist, the weight body 131 is not
placed in the state exposed to the external. Accordingly,
in the case where this sensor structural body is used in
such a utilization form, the process for bonding the third
substrate 300 may be omitted.
[0056] If the sensor is manufactured by the procedure
as stated above, it is possible to mass-produce more
compact sensors on the commercial base. Namely, the
groove formation process for forming weight bodies,
pedestals and diaphragms from a single substrate can
be efficiently carried out. Moreover, although mechani-
cal processing using a dicing blade is carried out, there
is no possibility that shavings may be mixed into the cav-

ity portion V1 for capacitance element. For example, at
the stage shown in FIG. 23, cutting process using a dic-
ing blade is carried out from the upper direction. At this
stage, since the bottom portions of the grooves G11 to
G17 do not reach the upper surface of the diaphragm
portion 112, even if, slits in the stuffed state are formed
at the diaphragm portion 112, there is no possibility that
shavings may fall within the cavity portion V1 for capac-
itance element.
[0057] In the sensor structural body shown in FIG. 30,
if no slit is formed at the diaphragm portion 112, the cav-
ity portion V1 for capacitance element is placed in
sealed state. On the contrary, the cavity portion V2 for
weight body is placed in the state communicating with
the external (because grooves are dug over plural unit
areas as shown in FIG. 24). In other words, though the
cavity portion V1 for capacitance element formed below
the diaphragm portion 112 is placed in tightly sealed
state, the cavity portion V2 for weight body formed
above the diaphragm portion 112 is in opened state.
This is not preferable in carrying out measurement of
high accuracy, as an error in measurement depend on
temperature change is apt to take place. This is because
pressure difference takes place between the upper side
and the lower side of the diaphragm portion 112 by tem-
perature change. For example, when temperature is el-
evated, only air within the cavity portion V1 for capaci-
tance element is swollen, so pressure to the upper di-
rection is applied to the diaphragm portion 112. Thus,
bending of the diaphragm portion 112 would take place
even under the state where no acceleration is applied.
In order to avoid such bad effect, it is desirable to form
a hole for air bleed at a portion of the wall surface con-
stituting the cavity portion V1 for capacitance element.

§4 Second embodiment of this invention

[0058] In the above-described first embodiment,
grooves were dug from the upper surface of the upper
layer portion 130 of the first substrate 100 to form a
weight body 131 and a pedestal 132. In the second em-
bodiment described here, a pedestal 132 is provided by
a separate substrate. If the pedestal 132 is provided by
the separate substrate as described here, both the cav-
ity portion for capacitance element formed below the di-
aphragm portion 112 and the cavity portion for weight
body formed above the diaphragm portion 112 can be
maintained in tightly closed state. The second embodi-
ment will be described below in conformity with the ac-
tual example.
[0059] Initially, structure shown in FIG. 22 is obtained
by the process similar to the method according to the
first embodiment which has been described in the chap-
ter §3. The process up to the state of FIG. 22 is entirely
the same as the previously described process. Subse-
quently, cutting process is implemented by the mechan-
ical method using a dicing blade from the upper surface
of the upper layer portion 130 to form grooves having a
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first depth. However, in this second embodiment, unlike
the previously described first embodiment, a cutting
process for obtaining only the weight body 131 is carried
out. FIG. 31 is a side cross sectional view showing the
state where the mechanical cutting process is imple-
mented to the structure shown in FIG. 22 to form
grooves of the first depth. As compared to the previously
described first embodiment, grooves G41 to G43 having
more broad width are formed. In order to carry out cut-
ting machining for forming the grooves G41 to G43, it is
efficient to dig grooves continuous over the plural unit
areas. FIG. 32 is a plan view showing paths of a dicing
blade on the upper layer portion 130 in this cutting proc-
ess. The longitudinal paths P41 to P43 and the lateral
paths P51 to P53 indicated by arrows of single dotted
lines in the figure respectively indicate paths at the time
of the cutting process using a dicing blade of a prede-
termined width. Eventually, the grooves G41 to G43
(shown in the side cross sectional view of FIG. 31) are
formed along the longitudinal paths P41 to P43, and the
grooves G51 to G53 (not shown) are formed along the
lateral paths P51 to P53.
[0060] In the plan view of FIG. 32, the areas indicated
by implementing hatching indicate the portions which
have not been on the paths of a dicing blade. These por-
tions serve as portions constituting weight bodies 131
(respective weight bodies 131 are formed at the central
portions in respective unit areas). Moreover, the por-
tions surrounding the peripheries of the weight bodies
131, which have been on the paths of the dicing blade,
ultimately constitute respective flexible portions. Fur-
ther, pedestals prepared on a separate substrate are
bonded in the area outside the respective flexible por-
tions at a process which will be described later
[0061] After the grooves of the first depth are formed
as shown in FIG. 31, next process to dig the bottom por-
tions of these grooves is subsequently executed so that
the depths of the grooves become equal to the second
depth. This digging process is carried out by two stages
using two kinds of different etching liquid similarly to the
above-described first embodiment. Initially, the former
stage is carried out to dig the upper layer portion 130 by
using the first etching liquid. FIG. 33 is a side cross sec-
tional view showing the state where etching with respect
to the upper layer portion 130 has been completed. At
the bottom portions of the respective grooves G41 to
G43, the upper surface of the middle layer portion 120
is exposed. Since the middle layer portion 120 functions
as etching stopper, the etching process of the former
stage using the first etching liquid has been substantially
completed in this state. Subsequently, the etching proc-
ess of the latter stage using the second etching liquid is
carried out. FIG. 34 is a side cross sectional view show-
ing the state where etching with respect to the middle
layer portion 120 has been completed by using the sec-
ond etching liquid. At the bottom portions of the respec-
tive grooves G41 to G43, the upper surface of the lower
layer portion 110A is exposed. Since the second etching

liquid has no etching selectivity with respect to the lower
layer portion 110A, the etching process of the latter
stage using the second etching liquid has been substan-
tially completed in this state. Similarly to the above-de-
scribed first embodiment, the depth of grooves formed
by the etching process can be precisely controlled by
formation of the middle layer portion 120. Of course, if
the degree of progression of etching can be sufficiently
controlled, the middle layer portion 120 may be omitted.
In this case, it is sufficient to prepare a single silicon sub-
strate as the first substrate 100.
[0062] Subsequently, as shown in the side cross sec-
tional view of FIG. 35, there is prepared a third substrate
400 in which cavity portions G61, G62 for weight body
are provided for forming space within which the weight
body 131 is permitted to undergo displacement with a
predetermined degree of freedom. Further, as shown in
the side cross sectional view of FIG. 36, the lower sur-
face of the third substrate 400 is bonded to the fixed
area of the upper surface of the first substrate 100 (e.
g., anode bonding is used) so as to cover the weight
body 131 by the wall surfaces of the cavity portions G61,
G62 in the state where the upper surface of the first sub-
strate 100 and the lower surface of the third substrate
400 are opposite to each other. FIG. 37 is a bottom view
of the third substrate 400, and the cross section cut
along the cutting lines W-W of the third substrate 400
shown in FIG. 37 is shown in FIG. 36. On the lower sur-
face of the third substrate 400, cavity portions G61 to
G64 for weight body are formed in the independent re-
spective unit areas. The weight body 131 is caused to
undergo displacement within the cavity portions G61 to
G64. While glass substrate is used in this embodiment
as the third substrate 400, it may be constituted with oth-
er material.
[0063] When the process for preparing respectively
independent sensor structural bodies has been com-
pleted with respect to the four unit areas U1 to U4 shown
in FIG. 16 in this way, a process for cutting off (e.g., cut-
ting by a dicing blade) the respective substrates 100,
200, 400 is finally carried out to separate respective unit
areas keeping the state where they are connected
(bonded) to each other. FIG. 38 is a side cross sectional
view showing two independent sensor structural bodies
obtained by cutting off the unit areas U1, U2. The sec-
ond substrate 200 and the third substrate 400 are re-
spectively cut to constitute supporting substrates 250
and cover substrates 450. Moreover, the lower layer
portion 110 of the first substrate 100 constitutes pedes-
tal portions 111 and diaphragm portions 112, and the up-
per layer portion 130 constitutes the weight bodies 131.
Between the diaphragm portion 112 and the supporting
substrate 250, a cavity portion V1 for capacitance ele-
ment is formed. Thus, capacitance elements using the
electrodes E are formed. In addition, between the weight
body 131 and the cover substrate 450, a cavity portion
V2 for weight body is formed.
[0064] It is to be noted that, also in the sensor struc-
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tural body shown in FIG. 38, the cover substrate 450 is
not necessarily required, and may be omitted in depend-
ency upon utilization form of the sensor structural body.
Namely, if this sensor structural body is utilized in the
state accommodated within another case, there is no
possibility that there results the state where the weight
body 131 is exposed to the external even if there is no
cover substrate 450. Accordingly, in the case where the
sensor structural body is used in such a utilization form,
the step for bonding the third substrate 400 may be omit-
ted.
[0065] However, the sensor structural body according
to the second embodiment has an advantage to be able
to hold the cavity portion V2 for weight body in sealed
state as compared to the previously described sensor
structural body according to the first embodiment.
Therefore, from a viewpoint of practical use, it is prefer-
able to form the cover substrate 450 by using the third
substrate 400. Moreover, it is preferable for the purpose
of ensuring sufficient flexibility to form slits penetrated
in the thickness direction in the diaphragm portion 112
as previously described. When slits are formed at the
diaphragm portion 112, the cavity portion V1 for capac-
itance element and the cavity portion V2 for weight body
are placed in the state where they are connected
through these slots in FIG. 38. Accordingly, an error in
the measurement by temperature change is difficult to
take place. Namely, in the sensor structural body ac-
cording to the second embodiment, the cavity portion
V1 for capacitance element and the cavity portion V2 for
weight body can both maintain the sealed state. Accord-
ingly, even if air of the inside is swollen or contracted by
temperature change, there is no pressure difference be-
tween the upper and the lower portions with respect to
the diaphragm portion 112. For this reason, there is no
possibility that a great measurement error may take
place.
[0066] It is to be noted that, in order to realize meas-
urement of higher accuracy, it is desirable to carry out
vacuum suction for sealing the cavity portion V1 for ca-
pacitance element and the cavity portion V2 for weight
body from the external. In more practical sense, if the
process for joining (bonding) the first substrate 100 and
the second substrate 200 (the process for sealing the
cavity portion V1 for capacitance element) and the proc-
ess for joining (bonding) the first substrate 100 and the
third substrate 400 (the process for sealing the cavity
portion V2 for weight body) are carried out by the anode
bonding method within a vacuum chamber in which suc-
tion has been carried out, the cavity portion V1 for ca-
pacitance element and the cavity portion V2 for weight
body can be ultimately held in the vacuum state. Thus,
environment suitable for carrying out high accuracy
measurement can be realized. Particularly, in the case
where this sensor structural body is used as an angular
velocity sensor, it is necessary to oscillate the weight
body 131 at a predetermined resonant frequency within
the cavity portion V2. If the degree of vacuum within the

cavity portion V2 is caused to be high, a Q value of res-
onance (sharpness value) becomes high. For this rea-
son, detection sensitivity of the angular velocity can be
improved.
[0067] It is to be noted that, also in the manufacturing
method according to the second embodiment, there is
no possibility that while machining process using a dic-
ing blade is carried out, shavings may be mixed into the
cavity portion V1 for capacitance element. For example,
at the stage shown in FIG. 31, cutting process using a
dicing blade is carried out in the lower direction. How-
ever, since the bottom portions of the grooves G41 to
G43 do not reach the upper surface of the diaphragm
portion 112 at this stage, even if slits are formed at the
diaphragm portion 112, it still remains in the stuffed
state. For this reason, there is no possibility that shav-
ings may fall within the cavity portion V1 for capacitance
element.
[0068] It is to be noted that while, in all of the embod-
iments which have been described until now, the lower
surface of the first substrate 100 is processed to thereby
form a cavity portion V1 for capacitance element, the
upper surface of the second substrate 200 may be proc-
essed in a manner opposite to the above to thereby form
a cavity portion V1 for capacitance element. FIG. 39 is
a side cross sectional view showing the example where
the second substrate 200 is processed in this way. It is
seen that, as compared to the sensor structural body
shown in FIG. 30, a groove is formed on the supporting
substrate 255 and a cavity portion V1 for capacitance
element is formed by this groove. The lower electrodes
E are formed on the bottom portion of this groove. The
lower layer portion of the first substrate 100 forms a sin-
gle flexible substrate 140. In short, as far as a cavity
portion V1 for capacitance element can be formed be-
tween the first substrate 100 and the second substrate
200 in the working and flexible areas, a process for pro-
viding a cavity may be carried out with respect to either
the lower surface of the first substrate 100, or the upper
surface of the second substrate 200. Further the proc-
ess may be carried out with respect to both the surfaces.

§5 Application to sensor using piezo resistance
elements

[0069] While the embodiments where this invention is
applied to the sensor using the capacitance elements
have been described above, this invention may be sim-
ilarly applied to the sensor using the piezo resistance
elements. The sensor using the piezo resistance ele-
ments is realized by replacing the capacitance elements
in the above described sensors by the piezo resistance
elements.
[0070] FIG. 40 is a side cross sectional view showing
a sensor structural body which is realized by replacing
the capacitance elements in the sensor shown in FIG.
39 with the piezo resistance elements. In the sensor
structural body shown in FIG. 39, the flexible substrate
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140 is made of conductive material (e.g., impurity added
silicon), and the capacitance elements constituted by
the flexible substrate 140 and the lower electrodes E
were formed within the cavity portion V1 for capacitance
element. Further, when the weight body 131 is caused
to undergo displacement by action of acceleration,
bending takes place in the flexible substrate 140. As a
result, change takes place in the electrostatic capaci-
tances of the capacitance elements. On the contrary, in
the sensor structural body shown in FIG. 40, a flexible
substrate 150 consists of an n-type single crystal silicon
substrate wherein p-type piezo resistance elements
Rx1 to Rx4 are formed on the substrate. Of course, the
relation of n-type and p-type in the above-described
configuration may be opposite to the above. Piezo re-
sistance elements have the property in which resistance
value changes on the basis of mechanical deformation.
When the weight body 131 is caused to undergo dis-
placement by action of an acceleration, bending takes
place in the flexible substrate 150. Thus, change takes
place in the resistance value of the piezo resistance el-
ements. By measuring change of this resistance value,
an acceleration applied to the weight body 131 can be
detected. As shown, a cavity portion V3 for resistance
element is formed by the groove dug on the upper sur-
face of the supporting substrate 255. Thus, free space
required for allowing the piezo resistance elements to
carry out mechanical deformation is ensured.
[0071] FIG. 41 is a bottom view of the flexible sub-
strate 150 in the sensor structural body shown in FIG.
40. As shown in FIG. 41, the flexible substrate 150 is
composed of a peripheral fixed portion 151 and a dia-
phragm portion 152 surrounded by the fixed portion 151,
and the weight body 131 (indicated by broken lines) is
joined to the center of the diaphragm portion 152. In this
embodiment, twelve sets of piezo resistance elements
in total are formed as shown. Four sets of piezo resist-
ance elements Rx1 to Rx4 arranged on the X-axis are
used for detection of the X-axis directional component
of acceleration applied to the weight body 131, four sets
of piezo resistance elements Ry1 to Ry4 arranged on
the Y-axis are used for detection of the Y-axis directional
component of acceleration applied to the weight body
131, and four sets of piezo resistance elements Rz1 to
Rz4 arranged along the side of the X-axis are used for
detection of the Z-axis directional component of accel-
eration applied to the weight body 131. Namely, as
shown in the circuit diagram of FIG. 42, bridges are con-
stituted by these twelve sets of piezo resistance ele-
ments so that the respective acceleration components
can be detected by measuring bridge equilibrium volt-
ages appearing on the voltage meters 515, 525, 535 in
the state where respective predetermined voltages are
applied from the power supplies 510, 520, 530.
[0072] It is to be noted that a structure as shown in
FIG. 43 may be employed in place of the structure
shown in FIG. 40. In the sensor structural body shown
in FIG. 43, the fixed portion 151 formed at the peripheral

portion of the flexible substrate 150 functions as a ped-
estal to support the diaphragm portion 152 and a space
surrounded by the fixed portion 151 functions as a cavity
portion V3 for resistance element. In such a structure,
the supporting substrate 255 is not necessarily required.
It is sufficient to accommodate the sensor structural
body shown in FIG. 43 within a sensor casing as it is to
secure the fixed portion 151 functioning as a pedestal
on the bottom surface of the sensor casing. In addition,
the cover substrate 350 may be omitted.
[0073] FIG. 44 is a side cross sectional view showing
a further different modified example of the sensor struc-
tural body shown in FIG. 40. This modified example is
obtained by omitting the supporting substrate 255 from
the sensor structural body shown in FIG. 40, though the
sensor of FIG. 44 is illustrated in the inverted state with
respect to upper and lower directions. If the sensor
structural body shown in FIG. 44 is accommodated into
a sensor casing as it is and the cover substrate 350 is
secured on the bottom surface of the sensor casing, this
sensor structural body can be utilized as it is.
[0074] The manufacturing process of such sensor
structural bodies utilizing piezo resistance elements is
substantially the same as the manufacturing process of
the sensor structural bodies utilizing capacitance ele-
ments which has been described as above. Initially, first
substrate 100 (called a body substrate in this case) as
shown in FIG. 17 is prepared and grooves are formed
on the lower surface as shown in FIG. 18 (a cavity por-
tion V3 for resistance element is formed in place of the
cavity portion V1 for capacitance element shown in FIG.
18). It is to be noted that this process is unnecessary in
the case where the structure shown in FIG. 40 or FIG.
44 is employed. It is further to be noted that necessary
number of piezo resistance elements are assumed to
be formed on the lower layer portion 110. Accordingly,
it is necessary to constitute the lower layer portion 110
by material having insulating property. In more practical
sense, it is sufficient to constitute the lower layer portion
110 by n-type silicon single crystal layer and to carry out
a process for diffusing p-type impurity with respect to
the necessary area of the lower layer portion so that pi-
ezo resistance elements are formed as impurity diffused
areas. In this case, it is preferable to implement etching
for forming slits as shown in FIG. 7 or FIG. 8 with respect
to the lower layer portion 110. In addition, it is desirable
to form slits in the area where piezo resistance elements
are not formed, and to dispose the piezo resistance el-
ements in the area where stress takes place to more
degree by action of acceleration within the flexible area
(e.g., the area 32B in the example of FIG. 8).
[0075] Then the supporting substrate (substrate cor-
responding to the second substrate 200 shown in FIG.
22, which is ultimately used as the supporting substrate
255 shown in FIG. 40) is joined as occasion demands
to the lower surface of the body substrate prepared in
this way. Next, the processes shown in FIGs. 23 to 26
are carried out to form the weight bodies 131 and the
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pedestals 132 from the respective portions of the body
substrate 100. Subsequently the third substrate 300
(called a cover substrate in this example) is joined as
shown in FIG. 29 as occasion demands. Alternatively,
the processes shown in FIGs. 31 to 34 in place of the
processes shown in FIGs. 23 to 26 may be carried out
to form the weight bodies 131 from the respective por-
tions of the body substrate 100 and join the third sub-
strate 400 (cover substrate) as shown in FIG. 36 as oc-
casion demands.
[0076] As stated above, in accordance with the man-
ufacturing method for sensor according to this invention,
more compact sensors can be mass-produced on the
commercial base.

§6 Method without using mechanical digging process

[0077] In the above described embodiments, me-
chanical digging process is applied to the first substrate
100 so that the grooves having a first depth are to be
formed. For example, the first substrate 100 as shown
in FIG. 22 is mechanically dug by a dicing blade from
the upper surface so that grooves G11 to G17 having a
first depth are formed as shown in FIG. 23. Then the
etching process is carried out until the depth of the
grooves becomes the second depth as shown in FIG.
26. However, it is not limited to using mechanical digging
process to form the grooves of the first depth.
[0078] Recently, RIE (Reactive Ion Etching) is getting
popular as a method of processing a substrate. The RIE
method is practically useful for digging grooves perpen-
dicular to the substrate surface and has an advantage
that the etching speed thereof is relatively high. There-
fore, the mechanical digging process using a dicing
blade in the above described embodiments can be re-
placed by RIE digging process as explained below.
[0079] When the substrates 100 and 200 are bonded
as shown in FIG. 22, the Reactive Ion Etching method
is applied to the upper surface of the substrate 100 to
form grooves. Since the upper layer portion 130 and the
middle layer portion 120 are layers consisting of mate-
rials having different etching characteristics from each
other, as mentioned before, the RIE process is to be
stopped when the upper surface of the middle layer por-
tion 120 is exposed as shown in FIG. 25. Therefore, in
this embodiment, the depth of the grooves G11 to G17
shown in FIG. 25 is named as a first depth. Then the
etching process to the middle layer portion 120 is carried
out as mentioned before so that the depth of the grooves
G11 to G17 becomes a second depth as shown in FIG.
26.
[0080] In practice, the RIE process for digging
grooves of the first depth and the succeeding etching
process for further digging the grooves to the second
depth can be carried out in succession using a same
etching chamber. In other words, keeping the substrates
100 and 200 in the same etching chamber, first etching
gas is introduced in the chamber to carry out the RIE

process and then second etching gas is introduced in
the chamber to carry out the succeeding etching proc-
ess.
[0081] As described above, in order to obtain grooves
of the first depth, etching process such as RIE may be
used instead of the mechanical digging process.

Claims

1. A method of manufacturing a sensor utilizing
change of electrostatic capacitance wherein capac-
itance elements (E1-E5, E0) are manufactured on
a pair of substrates (10, 30); characterized in that
the method comprises:

a step of preparing a first substrate (100) where
a working area (A1) is defined at a central por-
tion thereof, a flexible area (A2) is defined at a
periphery of the working area and a fixed area
(A3) is defined at a periphery of the flexible ar-
ea, and preparing a second substrate (200) for
being disposed in a manner opposite to a lower
surface of the first substrate (100);
a step of implementing processing to either the
lower surface of the first substrate (100) or an
upper surface of the second substrate (200), or
both of the surfaces so that a cavity portion for
capacitance element (V1) can be formed be-
tween said working and flexible areas (A1, A2)
of the first substrate (100) and an opposite area
of the second substrate (200);
a step of providing electrodes (E) so that ca-
pacitance elements (E, 112) can be formed be-
tween a surface of the first substrate constitut-
ing an upper wall surface of said cavity portion
for capacitance element (V1) and a surface of
the second substrate constituting a lower wall
surface of said cavity portion for capacitance
element (V1);
a step of joining the lower surface of the fixed
area (A3) of the first substrate (100) to the up-
per surface of the second substrate (200) so as
to form said cavity portion for capacitance ele-
ment (V1) and said capacitance elements (E,
112);
a step of mechanical digging or digging by re-
active ion etching a portion of at least the flex-
ible area (A2) of the first substrate (100) from
the upper surface to thereby form grooves
(G11-G17) having a first depth; and
a step of implementing etching to bottom por-
tions of the grooves (G11-G17) until their
depths reach a second depth so that a flexible
portion (112) is formed by a portion of the flex-
ible area (A2) of the first substrate (100), a
weight body (131) is formed by a portion of the
working area (A1) of the first substrate (100)
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and a pedestal (132) is formed by a portion of
the fixed area (A3) of the first substrate (100)
thus to form a sensor structural body wherein
bending takes place in the flexible portion (112)
on the basis of force applied to the weight body
(E, 112);
to manufacture a sensor having a function to
measure physical action on the basis of change
of electrostatic capacitance values of the ca-
pacitance elements (E, 112).

2. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
claim 1, the method further comprising:

a step of preparing a third substrate (300) for
being disposed in a manner opposite to the up-
per surface of the first substrate (100); and
a step of joining an upper surface of the pedes-
tal (132) to a lower surface of the third substrate
(300) in the state where a space (V2) is provid-
ed between the pedestal (132) and the third
substrate (300), the weight body (131) being
permitted to undergo displacement with a pre-
determined degree of freedom within said
space (V2).

3. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
claim 1:

wherein, in the digging step, the fixed area (A3)
and the flexible area (A2) of the first substrate
(100) are dug from the upper surface to thereby
form grooves (G41-G43) having a first depth;
and
wherein, in the etching step, the pedestal is not
formed by implementing etching to the portion
of the fixed area (A3) of the first substrate (100).

4. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
claim 3, the method further comprising:

a step of preparing a third substrate (400), a
cavity portion for weight body (V2) being pro-
vided on a lower surface of said third substrate
for forming a space within which the weight
body (131) is permitted to undergo displace-
ment with a predetermined degree of freedom;
and
a step of joining the lower surface of the third
substrate to the fixed area (A3) of an upper sur-
face of the first substrate (100) so as to cover
the weight body (131) by a wall surface of said
cavity portion for weight body (V2).

5. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
claim 4:

wherein the cavity portion for capacitance ele-

ment (V1) and the cavity portion for weight body
(V2) have a structure which is sealed from an
external and both the cavity portions (V1, V2)
are sealed while carrying out vacuum suction.

6. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
any one of claims 1 to 5:

wherein etching is implemented to either the
lower surface of the first substrate (100) or the
upper surface of the second substrate (200) to
thereby carry out processing for forming the
cavity portion for capacitance element (V1).

7. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
any one of claims 1 to 6:

wherein a lower layer portion (110) of the first
substrate (100) is constituted by conductive
layer and the cavity portion for capacitance el-
ement (V1) is provided in said lower layer por-
tion (110) so that an upper wall surface of said
cavity portion for capacitance element (V1) has
conductivity to constitute an electrode of the ca-
pacitance elements by said upper wall surface.

8. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
claim 7:

wherein a substrate (100) having three layer
structure of an upper layer portion (130), a mid-
dle layer portion (120) and a lower layer portion
(110) is used as the first substrate, and the mid-
dle layer portion (120) is constituted by material
having an etching characteristic different from
that of the upper layer portion (130) and the
lower layer portion (110);
wherein grooves (G11-G17; G41-G43) shal-
lower than a thickness of the upper layer portion
(130) are dug as the grooves of the first depth;
and
wherein when the bottom portions of the
grooves (G11-G17; G41-G43) formed on the
upper layer portion (130) are dug to the second
depth, two stages of a former stage and a latter
stage are carried out so that the upper layer
portion (130) is dug by using first etching liquid
or gas in the former stage and the middle layer
portion (120) is dug by using second etching
liquid or gas in the latter stage.

9. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
claim 8:

wherein, after the cavity portion for capacitance
element (V1) is formed on the lower layer por-
tion (110A), a portion of the upper wall surface
of the cavity portion for capacitance element
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(V1) is further removed by etching so as to form
a slit (S1; S2) penetrated through the lower lay-
er portion (110A) to allow the flexible portion
(112) to have sufficient flexibility in measure-
ment.

10. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
claim 8 or 9:

wherein the upper layer portion (130) is consti-
tuted by silicon, the middle layer portion (120)
is constituted by silicon compound, and the low-
er layer portion (110) is constituted by silicon
having conductivity by addition of impurity.

11. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
any one of claims 8 to 10:

wherein the middle layer portion (120) is con-
stituted by insulating material.

12. A method of manufacturing a sensor utilizing piezo
resistance elements (Rx1-Rx4, Ry1-Ry4, Rz1-Rz4)
wherein a flexible substrate (150) is prepared on
which the piezo electric elements are provided;
characterized in that the method comprises:

a step of preparing a body substrate (100)
wherein a working area (A1) is defined at a cen-
tral portion, a flexible area (A2) is defined at a
periphery of the working area, and a fixed area
(A3) is defined at a periphery of the flexible ar-
ea;
a step of forming piezo resistance elements
(Rx1-Rx4, Ry1-Ry4, Rz1-Rz4) in the flexible ar-
ea (A2) on a lower surface of the body substrate
(100) so that resistance values of said piezo re-
sistance elements change on the basis of me-
chanical deformation;
a step of mechanical digging a digging by reac-
tive ion etching digging a portion of at least the
flexible area (A2) of the body substrate (100)
from an upper surface to thereby form grooves
(G11-G17) having a first depth; and
a step of implementing etching to bottom por-
tions of the grooves (G11-G17) until their
depths reach a second depth so that a flexible
portion (112) is formed by a portion of the flex-
ible area (A2) of the body substrate (100), a
weight body (131) is formed by a portion of the
working area (A1) of the body substrate (100)
and a pedestal (132) is formed by a portion of
the fixed area (A3) of the body substrate (100)
thus to form a sensor structural body wherein
bending takes place in the flexible portion (112)
on the basis of force applied to the weight body
(131);
to manufacture a sensor having a function to

measure physical action on the basis of change
of resistance values of the piezo resistance el-
ements (Rx1-Rx4, Ry1-Ry4, Rz1-Rz4).

13. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
claim 12, the method further comprising:

a step of preparing a cover substrate (300) for
being disposed in a manner opposite to the up-
per surface of the body substrate (100); and
a step of joining an upper surface of the body
substrate (100) to a lower surface of the cover
substrate (300) in the state where a space (V2)
is provided between the upper surface of the
body substrate and the lower surface of the
cover substrate, the weight body (131) being
permitted to undergo displacement with a pre-
determined degree of freedom within said
space.

14. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
claim 12:

wherein, in the digging step, the fixed area (A3)
and the flexible area (A2) of the body substrate
(100) are dug from the upper surface to thereby
form grooves (G41-G43) having a first depth;
and
wherein, in the etching step, the pedestal is not
formed by implementing etching to the portion
of the fixed area (A3) of the body substrate
(100).

15. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
claim 14, the method further comprising:

a step of preparing a cover substrate (400), a
cavity portion for weight body (V2) being pro-
vided on a lower surface of said cover substrate
for forming a space within which the weight
body (131) is permitted to undergo displace-
ment with a predetermined degree of freedom;
and
a step of joining the lower surface of the cover
substrate to the fixed area (A3) of an upper sur-
face of the body substrate (100) so as to cover
the weight body (131) by a wall surface of said
cavity portion for weight body (V2).

16. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
any one of claims 12 to 15, the method further com-
prising:

a step of preparing a supporting substrate (255)
for being disposed in a manner opposite to the
lower surface of the body substrate (100);
a step of implementing processing to either the
lower surface of the body substrate (100) or an
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upper surface of the supporting substrate
(255), or both of the surfaces so that a cavity
portion for resistance element (V3) can be
formed between said working and flexible are-
as (A1, A2) of the body substrate (100) and an
opposite area of the supporting substrate (255);
and
a step of joining the lower surface of the fixed
area (A3) of the body substrate (100) to the up-
per surface of the supporting substrate (255)
so as to form said cavity portion for resistance
element (V3).

17. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
any one of claims 12 to 16:

wherein a substrate (100) having three layer
structure of an upper layer portion (130), a mid-
dle layer portion (120) and a lower layer portion
(110) is used as the body substrate, and the
middle layer portion (120) is constituted by ma-
terial having an etching characteristic different
from that of the upper layer portion (130) and
the lower layer portion (110);
wherein grooves (G11-G17; G41-G43) shal-
lower than a thickness of the upper layer portion
(130) are dug as the grooves of the first depth;
and
wherein when the bottom portions of the
grooves (G11-G17; G41-G43) formed on the
upper layer portion (130) are dug to the second
depth, two stages of a former stage and a latter
stage are carried out so that the upper layer
portion (130) is dug by using first etching liquid
or gas in the former stage and the middle layer
portion (120) is dug by using second etching
liquid or gas in the latter stage.

18. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
claims 17:

wherein the piezo resistance elements
(Rx1-Rx4, Ry1-Ry4, Rz1-Rz4) are to be provid-
ed in the lower layer portion (150) and there is
further provided a step of removing by etching
a portion of an area where the piezo resistance
elements are not formed of the lower layer por-
tion (150) so as to form a slit (S1; S2) penetrat-
ed through the lower layer portion to allow the
flexible portion to have sufficient flexibility in
measurement.

19. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
claim 17 or 18:

wherein the upper layer portion (130) and the
lower layer portion (110; 150) are constituted
by silicon, the middle layer portion (120) is con-

stituted by silicon oxide and the piezo resist-
ance elements (Rx1-Rx4, Ry1-Ry4, Rz1-Rz4)
are constituted by silicon having conductivity by
addition of impurity.

20. A method of manufacturing a sensor as set forth in
any one of claims 1 to 19:

wherein plural unit areas (U1-U4) are defined
on the first substrate (100) or the body sub-
strate (100), and a working area (A1), a flexible
area (A2) and a fixed area (A3) are defined for
the respective unit areas, at a central portion of
the unit area, at a periphery of the working area
and at a periphery of the flexible area; and
wherein individual steps are executed for the
respective unit areas to form respectively inde-
pendent sensor structural bodies in the respec-
tive unit areas thereafter to cut the substrates
into the respective unit areas so as to manufac-
ture plural independent sensors.

21. A manufacturing method for sensor as set forth in
claim 20:

wherein when the grooves (G11-G17;
G41-G43) having the first depth are dug,
grooves continuous over the plural unit areas
are dug.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors, der eine
Änderung der elektrostatischen Kapazität verwen-
det, wobei Kapazitätselemente (E1-E5, E0) an ei-
nem Paar von Substraten (10, 30) hergestellt wer-
den;
gekennzeichnet durch:

einen Schritt des Vorbereitens eines ersten
Substrats (100), wo ein Arbeitsgebiet (A1) an
einem Zentralbereich davon definiert wird, ein
flexibles Gebiet (A2) an einer Umgebung des
Arbeitsgebiets definiert wird, ein festes Gebiet
(A3) an einer Umgebung des flexiblen Gebiets
definiert wird, und des Vorbereitens eines zwei-
ten Substrats (200), damit es in einer Weise
entgegengesetzt zu einer unteren Oberfläche
des ersten Substrats (100) angeordnet werden
kann;

einen Schritt des Durchführens eines Bearbei-
tens entweder der unteren Oberfläche des er-
sten Substrats (100) oder einer oberen Ober-
fläche des zweiten Substrats (200) oder beider
Oberflächen, so dass ein Hohlbereich für ein
Kapazitätselement (V1) zwischen dem Arbeits-
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gebiet und dem flexiblen Gebiet (A1, A2) des
ersten Substrats (100) und einem entgegenge-
setzten Gebiet des zweiten Substrats (200) ge-
bildet werden kann;

einen Schritt des Schaffens von Elektroden (E),
so dass Kapazitätselemente (E, 112) zwischen
einer Oberfläche des ersten Substrats, die eine
obere Wandfläche des Hohlbereichs für das
Kapazitätselement (V1) bildet, und einer Ober-
fläche des zweiten Substrats gebildet werden
können, die eine untere Wandfläche des Hohl-
bereichs für das Kapazitätselement (V1) bildet;

einen Schritt des Verbindens der unteren Ober-
fläche des festen Gebiets (A3) des ersten Sub-
strats (100) mit der oberen Oberfläche des
zweiten Substrats (200), um den Horhlereich
für das Kapazitätselement (V1) und die Kapa-
zitätselemente (E, 112) zu bilden;

einen Schritt des mechanischen Grabens oder
des Grabens durch lonenreaktionsätzen eines
Bereichs von mindestens dem flexiblen Gebiet
(A2) des ersten Substrats (100) von der oberen
Oberfläche, um dadurch Gräben (G11-G17)
mit einer ersten Tiefe zu bilden; und

einen Schritt des Durchführens von Ätzen der
unteren Bereiche der Gräben (G11-G17), bis
ihre Tiefe eine zweite Tiefe erreicht, so dass ein
flexibler Bereich (112) mittels eines Bereichs
des flexiblen Gebiets (A2) des ersten Substrats
(100) gebildet wird, ein Gewichtskörper (131)
mittels eines Bereichs des Arbeitsgebiets (A1)
des ersten Substrats (100) gebildet wird und
ein Sockel (132) mittels eines Bereichs des fe-
sten Gebiets (A3) des ersten Substrats (100)
gebildet wird, um so einen Sensorstrukturkör-
per zu bilden, bei dem ein Biegen in dem flexi-
blen Bereich (112) auf Basis einer auf den Ge-
wichtskörper (E, 112) aufgebrachten Kraft er-
folgt;

um einen Sensor herzustellen, der eine Funk-
tion hat, einen physikalischen Vorgang auf der
Basis einer Änderung der elektrostatischen Ka-
pazitätswerte der Kapazitätselemente (E, 112)
zu messen.

2. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach An-
spruch 1, wobei das Verfahren ferner aufweist:

einen Schritt des Vorbereitens eines dritten
Substrats (300), damit es in einer Weise entge-
gengesetzt zu der oberen Oberfläche des er-
sten Substrats (100) angeordnet werden kann;
und

einen Schritt des Verbindens einer oberen
Oberfläche des Sockels (132) mit einer unteren
Oberfläche des dritten Substrats (300) in einem
Zustand, wo ein Raum (V2) zwischen dem Sok-
kel (132) und dem dritten Substrat (300) bereit-
gestellt wird, wobei es dem Gewichtskörper
(131) erlaubt ist, eine Verlagerung mit einem
vorbestimmten Maß an Freiheit in dem Raum
(V2) zu erfahren.

3. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach An-
spruch 1:

wobei bei dem Grabeschritt das feste Gebiet
(A3) und das flexible Gebiet (A2) des ersten
Substrats (100) von der oberen Oberfläche ge-
graben werden, um dadurch Gräben
(G41-G43) mit einer ersten Tiefe zu bilden; und

wobei bei dem Ätzschritt der Sockel nicht durch
Durchführen eines Ätzens an dem Bereich des
festen Gebiets (A3) des ersten Substrats (100)
gebildet wird.

4. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach An-
spruch 3, wobei das Verfahren ferner aufweist:

einen Schritt des Vorbereitens eines dritten
Substrats (400), wobei ein Hohlbereich für den
Gewichtskörper (V2) an einer unteren Oberflä-
che des dritten Substrats bereitgestellt wird, um
einen Raum zu bilden, in dem es dem Ge-
wichtskörper (131) ermöglicht wird, eine Verla-
gerung mit einem vorbestimmten Maß an Frei-
heit zu erfahren; und

einen Schritt des Verbindens der unteren Ober-
fläche des dritten Substrats mit dem festen Ge-
biet (A3) einer oberen Oberfläche des ersten
Substrats (100), um den Gewichtskörper (131)
mittels einer Wandfläche des Hohlbereichs für
den Gewichtskörper (V2) zu bedekken.

5. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach An-
spruch 4:

wobei der Hohlbereich für das Kapazitätsele-
ment (V1) und der Hohlbereich für den Ge-
wichtskörper (V2) eine Struktur haben, die ge-
genüber dem Äußeren abgedichtet ist, und bei-
de Hohlbereiche (V1, V2) abgedichtet werden,
indem ein Unterdruck-Absaugen durchgeführt
wird.

6. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5:

wobei Ätzen entweder an der unteren Oberflä-
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che des ersten Substrats (100) oder an der
oberen Oberfläche des zweiten Substrats (200)
durchgeführt wird, um dadurch ein Bearbeiten
zum Ausbilden des Hohlbereichs für das Kapa-
zitätselement (V1) durchzuführen.

7. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6:

wobei ein unterer Lagenbereich (110) des er-
sten Substrats (100) mittels einer leitenden La-
ge gebildet wird und der Hohlbereich für das
Kapazitätselement (V1) in dem unteren Lagen-
bereich (110) vorgesehen ist, so dass eine obe-
re Wandfläche des Hohlbereichs für das Kapa-
zitätselement (V1) eine Leitfähigkeit hat, um ei-
ne Elektrode der Kapazitätselemente mittels
der oberen Wandfläche zu bilden.

8. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach An-
spruch 7:

wobei ein Substrat (100) mit einer Drei-Lagen-
Struktur aus einem oberen Lagenbereich
(130), einem mittleren Lagenbereich (120) und
einem unteren Lagenbereich (110) als das er-
ste Substrat verwendet wird und der mittlere
Lagenbereich (120) aus einem Material mit ei-
ner Ätzcharakteristik gebildet wird, die von der
des oberen Lagenbereichs (130) und des un-
teren Lagenbereichs (110) verschieden ist;

wobei Gräben (G11-G17; G41-G43), die weni-
ger tief sind als eine Dicke des oberen Lagen-
bereichs (130) als die Gräben der ersten Tiefe
gegraben werden; und

wobei, wenn die unteren Bereiche der an dem
oberen Lagenbereich (130) gebildeten Gräben
(G11-G17; G41-G43) zu der zweiten Tiefe ge-
graben werden, zwei Phasen, die aus einer frü-
heren Phase und einer späteren Phase beste-
hen, durchgeführt werden, so dass in den obe-
ren Lagenbereich (130) in der früheren Phase
unter Verwendung einer ersten Ätzflüssigkeit
oder eines ersten Ätzgases gegraben wird und
in der späteren Phase in den mittleren Lagen-
bereich (120) durch Verwendung einer zweiten
Ätzflüssigkeit oder eines zweiten Ätzgases ge-
graben wird.

9. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach An-
spruch 8:

wobei, nachdem der Hohlbereich für das Kapa-
zitätselement (V1) an dem unteren Lagenbe-
reich (110A) gebildet ist, ein Bereich der oberen
Wandfläche des Hohlbereichs für das Kapazi-

tätselement (V1) durch Ätzen weiter entfernt
wird, um einen Schlitz (S1; S2) zu bilden, der
den unteren Lagenbereich (110A) durchdringt,
um es dem flexiblen Bereich (112) zu ermögli-
chen, für die Messung genügend Flexibilität zu
haben.

10. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach An-
spruch 8 oder 9:

wobei der obere Lagenbereich (130) aus Silizi-
um, der mittlere Lagenbereich (120) aus einer
Siliziumverbindung und der untere Lagenbe-
reich (110) aus Silizium mit einer Leitfähigkeit
durch Zugabe von Verunreinigung gebildet
wird.

11. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach ei-
nem der Ansprüche 8 bis 10:

wobei der mittlere Lagenbereich (120) aus ei-
nem isolierenden Material gebildet ist.

12. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors, der Pie-
zowiderstandelemente (Rx1-Rx4, Ry1-Ry4,
Rz1-Rz4) verwendet, wobei ein flexibles Substrat
(150) vorbereitet wird, auf dem die piezoelektri-
schen Elemente vorgesehen sind;
gekennzeichnet durch:

einen Schritt des Vorbereitens eines Körper-
substrats (100), wobei ein Arbeitsgebiet (A1)
an einem Zentralbereich definiert wird, ein fle-
xibles Gebiet (A2) an einer Umgebung des Ar-
beitsgebiets definiert wird und ein festes Gebiet
(A3) an einer Umgebung des flexiblen Gebiets
definiert wird;

einen Schritt des Bildens der Piezowiderstand-
elemente (Rx1-Rx4, Ry1-Ry4, Rz1-Rz4) in
dem flexiblen Gebiet (A2) an einer unteren
Oberfläche des Körpersubstrats (100), so dass
sich die Widerstandswerte der Piezowider-
standelemente auf Basis einer mechanischen
Deformation ändern;

einen Schritt des mechanischen Grabens oder
Grabens durch Ionenreaktionsätzen eines Be-
reichs von mindestens des flexiblen Gebiets
(A2) des Körpersubstrats (100) von einer obe-
ren Oberfläche, um dadurch Gräben
(G11-G17) mit einer ersten Tiefe zu bilden; und

einen Schritt des Durchführens eines Ätzens
der unteren Bereiche der Gräben (G11-G17)
bis ihre Tiefe eine zweite Tiefe erreicht, so dass
ein flexibler Bereich (112) mittels eines Be-
reichs des flexiblen Gebiets (A2) des Körper-
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substrats (100) gebildet wird, ein Gewichtskör-
per (131) mittels eines Bereichs des Arbeitsge-
biets (A1) des Körpersubstrats (100) gebildet
wird und ein Sockel (132) mittels eines Be-
reichs des festen Gebiets (A3) des Körpersub-
strats (100) gebildet wird, um so einen Sensor-
strukturkörper zu bilden, wobei ein Biegen in
dem flexiblen Gebiet (112) auf Basis einer auf
dem Gewichtskörper (131) aufgebrachten Kraft
erfolgt;

um einen Sensor herzustellen, der eine Funktion
hat, einen physikalischen Vorgang auf Basis der
Änderung der Widerstandswerte der Piezowider-
standelemente (Rx1-Rx4, Ry1-Ry4, Rz1-Rz4) zu
messen.

13. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach An-
spruch 12, wobei das Verfahren ferner aufweist:

einen Schritt des Vorbereitens eines Decksub-
strats (300), damit es in einer Weise entgegen-
gesetzt zu der oberen Oberfläche des Körper-
substrats (100) angeordnet werden kann; und

einen Schritt des Verbindens einer oberen
Oberfläche des Körpersubstrats (100) mit einer
unteren Oberfläche des Decksubstrats (300) in
einem Zustand, wo ein Raum (V2) zwischen
der oberen Oberfläche des Körpersubstrats
und der unteren Oberfläche des Decksubstrats
bereitgestellt wird, wobei es dem Gewichtskör-
per (131) erlaubt ist, eine Verlagerung mit ei-
nem vorbestimmten Maß an Freiheit in dem
Raum zu erfahren.

14. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach An-
spruch 12:

wobei bei dem Grabeschritt das feste Gebiet
(A3) und das flexible Gebiet (A2) des Körper-
substrats (100) von der oberen Oberfläche ge-
graben werden, um dadurch Gräben
(G41-G43) mit einer ersten Tiefe zu bilden; und

wobei bei dem Ätzschritt der Sockel nicht durch
Durchführen eines Ätzens an dem Bereich des
festen Gebiets (A3) des Körpersubstrats (100)
gebildet wird.

15. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach An-
spruch 14, wobei das Verfahren ferner aufweist:

einen Schritt des Vorbereitens eines Decksub-
strats (400), wobei ein Hohlbereich für den Ge-
wichtskörper (V2) an einer unteren Oberfläche
des Decksubstrats zum Bilden eines Raums
vorgesehen wird, in dem es dem Gewichtskör-

per (131) ermöglicht wird, eine Verlagerung mit
einem vorbestimmten Maß an Freiheit zu erfah-
ren; und

einen Schritt des Verbindens der unteren Ober-
fläche des Decksubstrats mit dem festen Ge-
biet (A3) einer oberen Oberfläche des Körper-
substrats (100), um den Gewichtskörper (131)
mittels einer Wandfläche des Hohlbereichs für
den Gewichtskörper (V2) zu bedekken.

16. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach ei-
nem der Ansprüche 12 bis 15, wobei das Verfahren
ferner aufweist:

einen Schritt des Vorbereitens eines Stützsub-
strats (255), damit es in einer Weise entgegen-
gesetzt zu der unteren Oberfläche des Körper-
substrats (100) angeordnet wird;

einen Schritt des Durchführens eines Bearbei-
tens entweder der unteren Oberfläche des Kör-
persubstrats (100) oder einer oberen Oberflä-
che des Stützsubstrats (255) oder beider Ober-
flächen, so dass ein Hohlbereich für ein Wider-
standselement (V3) zwischen dem Arbeitsge-
biet und dem flexiblen Gebiet (A1, A2) des Kör-
persubstrats (100) und einem entgegengesetz-
ten Gebiet des Stützsubstrats (255) gebildet
werden kann; und

einen Schritt des Verbindens der unteren Ober-
fläche des festen Gebiets (A3) des Körpersub-
strats (100) mit der oberen Oberfläche des
Stützsubstrats (255), um den Hohlbereich für
das Widerstandselement (V3) zu bilden.

17. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach ei-
nem der Ansprüche 12 bis 16:

wobei ein Substrat (100) mit einer Drei-Lagen-
Struktur aus einem oberen Lagenbereich
(130), einem mittleren Lagenbereich (120) und
einem unteren Lagenbereich (110) als das Kör-
persubstrat verwendet wird und der mittlere La-
genbereich (120) durch ein Material mit einer
Ätzcharakteristik gebildet wird, die von der des
oberen Lagenbereichs (130) und des unteren
Lagenbereichs (110) verschieden ist;

wobei Gräben (G11-G17; G41-G43), die weni-
ger tief als eine Dicke des oberen Lagenbe-
reichs (130) sind, als die Gräben der ersten Tie-
fe gegraben werden; und

wobei, wenn die unteren Bereiche der Gräben
(G11-G17; G41-G43), die an dem oberen La-
genbereich (130) gebildet werden, zu der zwei-
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ten Tiefe gegraben werden, zwei Phasen, die
aus einer früheren Phase und einer späteren
Phase bestehen, durchgeführt werden, so dass
in den oberen Lagenbereich (130) in der frühe-
ren Phase durch Verwenden einer ersten Ätz-
flüssigkeit oder eines ersten Ätzgases gegra-
ben wird und in der späteren Phase in den mitt-
leren Lagenbereich (120) durch Verwenden ei-
ner zweiten Ätzflüssigkeit oder eines zweiten
Ätzgases gegraben wird.

18. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach An-
spruch 17:

wobei die Piezowiderstandelemente (Rx1-Rx4,
Ry1-Ry4, Rz1-Rz4) in dem unteren Lagenbe-
reich (150) bereitzustellen sind und ferner ein
Schritt des Entfernens durch Ätzen eines Be-
reichs eines Gebiets, wo die Piezowiderstand-
elemente nicht gebildet sind, des unteren La-
genbereichs (150) vorgesehen ist, um einen
Schlitz (S1; S2) zu bilden, der den unteren La-
genbereich durchdringt, um es dem flexiblen
Bereich (112) zu ermöglichen, für die Messung
genügend Flexibilität zu haben.

19. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach An-
spruch 17 oder 18:

wobei der obere Lagenbereich (130) und der
untere Lagenbereich (110; 150) aus Silizium
gebildet wird, der mittlere Lagenbereich (120)
aus Siliziumoxid gebildet wird und die Piezowi-
derstandelemente (Rx1-Rx4, Ry1-Ry4,
Rz1-Rz4) aus Silizium mit Leitfähigkeit durch
Zugabe von Verunreinigung gebildet werden.

20. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines Sensors nach ei-
nem der Ansprüche 1 bis 19:

wobei mehrere Bauteilgebiete (U1-U4) an dem
ersten Substrat (100) oder dem Körpersubstrat
(100) definiert werden und ein Arbeitsgebiet
(A1), ein flexibles Gebiet (A2) und ein festes
Gebiet (A3) für die entsprechenden Bauteilge-
biete an einem Zentralbereich des Bauteilge-
biets, an einer Umgebung des Arbeitsgebiets
und an einer Umgebung des flexiblen Gebiets
definiert werden; und

wobei individuelle Schritte für die entsprechen-
den Bauteilgebiete durchgeführt werden, um
entsprechend unabhängige Sensorstrukturkör-
per in den entsprechenden Bauteilgebieten zu
bilden, um danach die Substrate in entspre-
chende Bauteilgebiete zu schneiden, um meh-
rere unabhängige Sensoren herzustellen.

21. Herstellverfahren für einen Sensor nach Anspruch
20:

wobei, wenn die Gräben (G11-G17; G41-G43)
mit der ersten Tiefe gegraben werden, Gräben
über die mehreren Bauteilgebiete gegraben
werden.

Revendications

1. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur utilisant un
changement d'une capacité électrostatique dans le-
quel des éléments capacitifs (E1 - E5, E0) sont fa-
briqués sur une paire de substrats (10, 30) ; carac-
térisé en ce que le procédé comprend :

une étape consistant à préparer un premier
substrat (100) où une zone de travail (A1) est
définie au niveau d'une partie centrale de celui-
ci, une zone souple (A2) est définie au niveau
d'une périphérie de la zone de travail et une zo-
ne fixe (A3) est définie au niveau d'une périphé-
rie de la zone souple, et à préparer un deuxiè-
me substrat (200) disposé d'une manière op-
posée à une surface inférieure du premier
substrat (100) ;
une étape consistant à appliquer un traitement
sur la surface inférieure du premier substrat
(100) ou sur une surface supérieure du deuxiè-
me substrat (200), ou sur les deux surfaces, de
telle sorte qu'une partie en forme de cavité d'un
élément capacitif (V1) peut être formée entre
lesdites zone de travail et zone souple (A1, A2)
du premier substrat (100) et une zone opposée
du deuxième substrat (200) ;
une étape consistant à fournir des électrodes
(E) de telle sorte que des éléments capacitif (E,
112) peuvent être formés entre une surface du
premier substrat constituant une surface de pa-
roi supérieure de ladite partie de cavité de l'élé-
ment capacitif (V1) et une surface du deuxième
substrat constituant une surface de paroi infé-
rieure de ladite partie de cavité de l'élément ca-
pacitif (V1) ;
une étape consistant à joindre la surface infé-
rieure de la zone fixe (A3) du premier substrat
(100) à la surface supérieure du deuxième
substrat (200) afin de former ladite partie en for-
me de cavité de l'élément capacitif (V1) et les-
dits éléments capacitifs (E, 112) ;
une étape consistant à creuser de manière mé-
canique ou à creuser par attaque chimique
réactive par ions, une partie au moins de la zo-
ne souple (A2) du premier substrat (100) à par-
tir de la surface supérieure afin de former de ce
fait des rainures (G11 - G17) ayant une premiè-
re profondeur; et
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une étape consistant à appliquer une gravure
chimique aux parties de fond des rainures (G11
- G17) jusqu'à ce que leurs profondeurs attei-
gnent une deuxième profondeur de telle sorte
qu'une partie souple (112) soit formée par une
partie de la zone souple (A2) du premier subs-
trat (100), qu'un corps pesant (131) soit formé
par une partie de la zone de travail (A1) du pre-
mier substrat (100) et qu'un support (132) soit
formé par une partie de la zone fixe (A3) du pre-
mier substrat (100) pour former ainsi un corps
de structure du capteur dans lequel une cour-
bure se produit dans la partie souple (112) à
partir d'une force appliquée au corps pesant (E,
112) ;
pour fabriquer un capteur ayant une fonction de
mesure d'une action physique à partir d'un
changement des valeurs de capacité électros-
tatique des éléments capacitifs (E, 112).

2. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon la reven-
dication 1, le procédé comprenant de plus :

une étape consistant à préparer un troisième
substrat (300) disposé d'une manière opposée
à la surface supérieure du premier substrat
(100) ; et
une étape consistant à joindre une surface su-
périeure du support (132) à une surface infé-
rieure du troisième substrat (300) dans un état
où un espace (V2) est fourni entre le support
(132) et le troisième substrat (300), le corps pe-
sant (131) pouvant subir un déplacement avec
un degré de liberté prédéterminé à l'intérieur
dudit espace (V2).

3. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon la reven-
dication 1 :

dans lequel, dans l'étape consistant à creuser,
la zone fixe (A3) et la zone souple (A2) du pre-
mier substrat (100) sont creusées à partir de la
surface supérieure pour former de ce fait des
rainures (G41 - G43) ayant une première
profondeur ; et
dans lequel, dans l'étape de gravure chimique,
le support n'est pas formé en appliquant une
gravure chimique à la partie de la zone fixe (A3)
du premier substrat (100).

4. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon la reven-
dication 3, le procédé comprenant de plus :

une étape consistant à préparer un troisième
substrat (400), une partie de cavité du corps de
poids (V2) étant fournie sur une surface infé-
rieure dudit troisième substrat pour former un
espace à l'intérieur duquel le corps pesant

(131) peut subir un déplacement avec un degré
de liberté prédéterminé ; et
une étape consistant à joindre la surface infé-
rieure du troisième substrat à la zone fixe (A3)
d'une surface supérieure du premier substrat
(100) afin de recouvrir le corps pesant (131) par
une surface de paroi de ladite partie de cavité
du corps pesant (V2).

5. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon la reven-
dication 4 :

dans lequel la partie de cavité de l'élément ca-
pacitif (V1) et la partie de cavité du corps pe-
sant (V2) ont une construction qui est rendue
étanche par rapport à l'extérieur et les deux
parties de cavité (V1, V2) sont rendues étan-
ches tout en effectuant une mise en dépres-
sion.

6. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon l'une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 5 :

dans lequel une gravure chimique est appli-
quée sur la surface inférieure du premier subs-
trat (100) ou sur la surface supérieure du
deuxième substrat (200) pour réaliser de ce fait
un traitement pour former la partie de cavité de
l'élément capacitif (V1).

7. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon l'une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 6 :

dans lequel une partie de couche inférieure
(110) du premier substrat (100) est constituée
par une couche conductrice et la partie de ca-
vité de l'élément capacitif (V1) est fournie dans
ladite partie de couche inférieure (110) de telle
sorte qu'une surface de paroi supérieure de la-
dite partie de cavité de l'élément capacitif (V1)
possède une conductivité pour constituer une
électrode des éléments capacitif par ladite sur-
face de paroi supérieure.

8. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon la reven-
dication 7 :

dans lequel un substrat (100) possédant une
structure à trois couches constitué d'une partie
de couche supérieure (130), d'une partie de
couche moyenne (120) et d'une partie de cou-
che inférieure (110), est utilisé comme premier
substrat, et la partie de couche moyenne (120)
est constituée par un matériau ayant une ca-
ractéristique de gravure chimique différente de
celle de la partie de couche supérieure (130) et
de la partie de couche inférieure (110) ;
dans lequel des rainures (G 11 - G17 ; G41 -
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G43) moins profondes qu'une épaisseur de la
partie de couche supérieure (130) sont creu-
sées comme rainures ayant la première
profondeur ; et
dans lequel lorsque les parties inférieures des
rainures (G11 - G17 ; G41 - G43) formées sur
la partie de couche supérieure (130) sont creu-
sées avec la deuxième profondeur, deux éta-
pes, une première étape et une deuxième éta-
pe, sont effectuées de telle sorte que la partie
de couche supérieure (130) est creusée en uti-
lisant un premier liquide ou gaz de gravure chi-
mique dans la première étape et la partie de
couche moyenne (120) est creusée en utilisant
un deuxième liquide ou gaz de gravure chimi-
que dans la deuxième étape.

9. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon la reven-
dication 8 :

dans lequel, une fois que la partie de cavité de
l'élément capacitif (V1) est formée sur la partie
de couche inférieure (110A), une partie de la
surface de paroi supérieure de la partie de ca-
vité de l'élément capacitif (V1) est enlevée de
plus par gravure chimique afin de former une
fente (S1 ; S2) qui pénètre à travers la partie
de couche inférieure (110A) pour permettre à
la partie souple (112) d'avoir une souplesse
suffisante lors de la mesure.

10. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon l'une
quelconque des revendications 8 ou 9 :

dans lequel la partie de couche supérieure
(130) est constituée par du silicium, la partie de
couche moyenne (120) est constituée par un
composé de silicium, et la partie de couche in-
férieure (110) est constituée par du silicium
possédant une conductivité due à l'ajout d'im-
puretés.

11. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon l'une
quelconque des revendications 8 à 10 :

dans lequel la partie de couche moyenne (120)
est constituée par un matériau isolant.

12. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur utilisant des
éléments piézorésistifs (Rx1 - Rx4, Ry1 - Ry4, Rz1
- Rz4) dans lequel un substrat souple (150) est pré-
paré et sur lequel des éléments piézoélectriques
sont fournis ; caractérisé en ce que le procédé
comprend :

une étape consistant à préparer un substrat de
corps (100) dans lequel une zone de travail
(A1) est définie au niveau d'une partie

centrale ; une zone souple (A2) est définie au
niveau d'une périphérie de la zone de travail,
et une zone fixe (A3) est définie au niveau d'une
périphérie de la zone souple ;
une étape consistant à former des éléments
piézorésistifs (Rx1 - Rx4, Ry1 - Ry4, Rz1 - Rz4)
dans la zone souple (A2) sur une surface infé-
rieure du substrat de corps (100) de telle sorte
que les valeurs de résistance desdits éléments
piézorésistifs changent sur la base d'une défor-
mation mécanique ;
une étape consistant à creuser de manière mé-
canique ou à creuser par attaque chimique
réactive par ions, une partie au moins de la zo-
ne souple (A2) du substrat de corps (100) à par-
tir d'une surface supérieure pour former de ce
fait des rainures (G11 - G17) ayant une premiè-
re profondeur ; et
une étape consistant à appliquer une gravure
chimique aux parties de fond des rainures (G11
- G17) jusqu'à ce que leurs profondeurs attei-
gnent une seconde profondeur de telle sorte
qu'une partie souple (112) soit formée par une
partie de la zone souple (A2) du substrat de
corps (100), qu'un corps pesant (131) soit for-
mé par une partie de la zone de travail (A1) du
substrat de corps (100) et qu'un support (132)
soit formé par une partie de la zone fixe (A3)
du substrat de corps (100) pour former ainsi un
corps de structure du capteur dans lequel une
courbure se produit dans la partie souple (112)
à partir d'une force appliquée au corps de poids
(131) ;
pour fabriquer un capteur ayant une fonction
pour mesurer une action physique à partir d'un
changement des valeurs de résistance des élé-
ments piézorésistifs (Rx1 - Rx4, Ry1 - Ry4, Rz1
- Rz4).

13. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur tel que le pré-
sente la revendication 12, le procédé comprenant
de plus :

une étape consistant à préparer un substrat de
couverture (300) disposé d'une manière oppo-
sée à la surface supérieure du substrat de
corps (100) ; et
une étape consistant à joindre une surface su-
périeure du substrat de corps (100) à une sur-
face inférieure du substrat de couverture (300)
dans l'état où un espace (V2) est fourni entre
la surface supérieure du substrat de corps et la
surface inférieure du substrat de couverture, le
corps pesant (131) pouvant subir un déplace-
ment avec un degré de liberté prédéterminé à
l'intérieur dudit espace.

14. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon la reven-
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dication 12 :

dans lequel, dans l'étape consistant à creuser,
la zone fixe (A3) et la zone souple (A2) du subs-
trat de corps (100) sont creusées à partir de la
surface supérieure pour former de ce fait des
rainures (G41 - G43) ayant une première
profondeur ; et
dans lequel, dans l'étape de gravure chimique,
le support n'est pas formé en appliquant une
gravure chimique à la partie de la zone fixe (A3)
du substrat de corps (100).

15. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur tel que le pré-
sente la revendication 14, le procédé comprenant
de plus :

une étape consistant à préparer un substrat de
couverture (400), une partie de cavité du corps
pesant (V2) étant prévue sur une surface infé-
rieure dudit substrat de couverture pour former
un espace à l'intérieur duquel le corps de poids
(131) peut subir un déplacement avec un degré
de liberté prédéterminé ; et
une étape consistant à joindre la surface infé-
rieure du substrat de couverture à la zone fixe
(A3) d'une surface supérieure du substrat de
corps (100) afin de découvrir le corps pesant
(131) par une surface de paroi de ladite partie
de cavité du corps pesant (V2).

16. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon l'une
quelconque des revendications 12 à 15, le procédé
comprenant de plus :

une étape consistant à préparer un substrat de
support (255) disposé d'une manière opposée
à la surface inférieure du substrat de corps
(100) ;
une étape consistant à appliquer un traitement
sur la surface inférieure du substrat de corps
(100) ou sur une surface supérieure du substrat
de support (255), ou sur les deux surfaces de
telle sorte qu'une partie de cavité de l'élément
résistif (V3) peut être formée entre lesdites zo-
ne de travail et zone souple (A1, A2) du substrat
de corps (100) et une zone opposée du substrat
de support (255) ; et
une étape consistant à joindre la surface infé-
rieure de la zone fixe (A3) du substrat de corps
(100) à la surface supérieure du substrat de
support (255) afin de former ladite partie de ca-
vité de l'élément résistif (V3).

17. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon l'une
quelconque des revendications 12 à 16 :

dans lequel un substrat (100) possédant une

construction à trois couches constituée d'une
partie de couche supérieure (130), d'une partie
de couche moyenne (120) et d'une partie de
couche inférieure (110) est utilisé comme subs-
trat de corps, et la partie de couche moyenne
(120) est constituée par un matériau ayant une
caractéristique de gravure chimique différente
de celle de la partie de couche supérieure (130)
et de la partie de couche inférieure (110) ;
dans lequel des rainures (G11 - G17 ; G41 -
G43) moins profondes qu'une épaisseur de la
partie de couche supérieure (130) sont creu-
sées comme rainures de la première
profondeur ; et
dans lequel lorsque les parties inférieures des
rainures (G11 - G17 ; G41 - G43) formées sur
la partie de couche supérieure (130) sont creu-
sées selon la deuxième profondeur, deux éta-
pes, une première étape et une deuxième éta-
pe, sont effectuées de telle sorte que la partie
de couche supérieure (130) est creusée en uti-
lisant un premier liquide ou gaz de gravure chi-
mique dans la première étape et la partie de
couche moyenne (120) est creusée en utilisant
un deuxième liquide ou gaz de gravure chimi-
que dans la deuxième étape.

18. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon la reven-
dication 17 :

dans lequel des éléments piézorésistifs (Rx1 -
Rx4, Ry1 - Ry4, Rz1 - Rz4) doivent être prévus
dans la partie de couche inférieure (150) et
dans lequel il est prévu de plus une étape con-
sistant à enlever par gravure chimique une par-
tie d'une zone où les éléments piézorésistifs ne
sont pas formés de la partie de couche inférieu-
re (150) afin de former une fente (S1 ; S2) qui
pénètre à travers la partie de couche inférieure
pour permettre à la partie souple d'avoir une
souplesse suffisante lors de la mesure.

19. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon l'une
quelconque des revendications 17 ou 18 :

dans lequel la partie de couche supérieure
(130) et la partie de couche inférieure (110 ;
150) sont constituées par du silicium, la partie
de couche moyenne (120) est constituée par
un oxyde de silicium et les éléments piézoré-
sistifs (Rx1 - Rx4, Ry1 - Ry4, Rz1 - Rz4) sont
constitués par du silicium possédant une con-
ductivité due à l'ajout d'impuretés.

20. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur l'une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 19 :

dans lequel plusieurs zones unitaires (U1 - U4)
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sont définies sur le premier substrat (100) ou
sur le substrat de corps (100), et une zone de
travail (A1), une zone souple (A2) et une zone
fixe (A3) sont définies pour les zones unitaires
respectives, au niveau d'une partie centrale de
la zone unitaire, au niveau d'une périphérie de
la zone de travail et au niveau d'une périphérie
de la zone souple ; et
dans lequel des étapes individuelles sont exé-
cutées pour que les zones unitaires respectives
forment respectivement des corps structuraux
de capteurs indépendants dans les zones uni-
taires respectives pour découper par la suite
les substrats en zones unitaires respectives
afin de fabriquer plusieurs capteurs indépen-
dants.

21. Procédé de fabrication d'un capteur selon la reven-
dication 20 :

dans lequel lorsque les rainures (G11 - G17 ;
G41 - G43) ayant la première profondeur sont
creusées, des rainures continues sont creu-
sées sur les zones unitaires.
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